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Abstract
Realization and Formal Analysis of Asynchronous Pulse Communication
Circuits
Merritt Philip Miller
This work presents an approach to constructing asynchronous pulsed communication
circuits. These circuits use small delay elements to introduce a gate level sense of time, removing
the need for either a clock or handshaking signal to be part of a high-speed communication link.
This construction method allows the creation of links with better than normal jitter tolerance,
allowing for simple circuit architectures that can easily be made robust to radiation induced
soft error.
A 5Gbps radiation-hardened link, targeted at use in detector modules at the LHC,
will be presented. This application presents a special challenge due to both very high radiation
levels (1 + MGy life time dose) and the demand for minimum resource (area, power, cable
cost) use. The presented link, realized in 130nm technology, is unique in that it has low power
(~50mW end to end) and very low area 0.12mm2 including electrostatic discharge protection,
and I/O ampliﬁers. Due to its asynchronous construction and the gate design style, the link has
essentially zero power dissipation when idle, and enters and exits its idle state with no delay.
In addition to the construction of the link, this presentation covers the design and
analysis methodology that can be used to create other asynchronous communication circuits.
The methodology achieves higher performance than conventional static technology but needs
only a reasonable design eﬀort using tools and strategies that are only mildly extended versions
of those familiar to digital static designers. It is used to construct the serializer, deserializer, and
vii
self-test circuitry for the presented link. In this case, a 5Gbps SER/DES and a 2GHz parallel
pseudo-random number generator are implemented in 130nm CMOS technology using a gate
design style that does not dissipate static power.
viii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation presents a method of describing, constructing and analyzing fast,
practical, circuits for communication systems. The motivating application of the developed
techniques and circuits is serial communication streams used in the instrumentation of high-
energy physics detectors  one of the highest radiation environments where micro-electronics are
operated. Radiation environments are a unique application due to radiation induced soft-error.
Large physics experiments are additionally a unique application due to a high demand for data.
Data links in high energy physics must also consume as little power and chip area as is practical
to ease integration. Asynchronous pulse mode circuits and the formal design style demonstrated
herein allow eﬃcient construction of a high performance, low power, communication scheme
tailored for such extreme environments.
Pulse-mode asynchronous circuits operate without a clock, instead using brief pulses
to mark time within a construction. A brief pulse is a useful marker of an event, since there is
little uncertainty in the time it marks; this uncertainty is bounded by its duration. This limited
ambiguity in pulse arrival can be used to create circuits where uncertainty in time is one of the
1
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major limiting factors for system performance. The nominal pulse width of gates within a pulse
circuit becomes a quanta of time upon which the circuit operates. This version of asynchronous
pulse circuits does not provide delay insensitive operation, instead, sections of circuitry operate
without stage-to-stage feedback in feed-forward mode. The lack of feedback enables potentially
faster operations for communications circuits, but comes with two additional costs: the need
for timing veriﬁcation to conﬁrm correct operation, as well as a higher-level description of a
protocol that will prevent faster circuits from outstripping the capacity of slower ones.
Described here is a class of asynchronous pulse circuits, deliberately limited to ease
analysis and practical construction complexity. A formal method for describing this class of
circuits is presented, including a means of verifying correct latch function via a series of timing
checks. A method of examining gate behavior by translating the problem into one of Boolean
satisﬁability (SAT), and thereby avoiding exhaustive simulation is presented. This is followed
by an analysis of an example cell set for asynchronous pulse logic. Finally an example of a
5Gbps serial link that utilizes the asynchronous pulse technology and is speciﬁcally hardened to
radiation will be described.
Figure 1.1 is an asynchronous pulse stream. The pulses in this ﬁgure mark the occur-
rence of an event, This dissertation will present a means of generating systems that can use such
pulse streams as a core means of operating.
1.1 Asynchronous Pulse Logic
There are many styles of circuit design that utilize pulses. Some of the most famous
of these are SRCMOS[1, 2], a clocked logic family, and the asP*[3], GasP[4], and single track
2
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Figure 1.1: An asynchronous pulse stream. Pulses such as these drive asynchronous pulse gates
and are the markers of time in pulse logic. The pulses are of uniform shape, yet the spacing
(relative timing) of pulses can vary as long as there is a minimum space.
3
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asynchronous[5] styles of asynchronous circuitry. The prime unique feature of the design style
discussed here is that it is both asynchronous and feed forward, that is it neither uses a clock to
create timing within the construction, nor does it use a handshake between data source and data
sink to regulate the motion of data. This work is also distinct from the feed-forward method
of surﬁng[6, 7], which uses a timing signal much like a phased clock. This paradigm is unlike
hand-shake based construction in that timing analysis and margining is used to set the rate at
which the system operates. This means that the time for hand-shake times can be removed from
the system speciﬁcation, a small gain for short-range communications, but more important for
the long-range case. The removal of a clock from the construction, on the other hand, allows
savings in power and area, as there is limited need for feed-back controlled timing recovery.
This work covers a technology for producing high event-rate digital circuits. This
technology uses pulses to indicate events which advance the state of the realized machine. By
constraining state advance to the existence of a pulse in the correct circumstances, the technology
allows for the construction of circuits without a clock or hand-shake required for operation. This
allows the designer the freedom to express systems that are delay insensitive and use a hand-
shake, and systems that are synchronized by a single timing source using similar circuits and
terminology.
The power of this technology is demonstrated by implementing a self-testing high-rate
data link. This data link is speciﬁcally designed for use in a very high radiation environment,
where low-jitter, low-drift timing information comes at a high cost in terms of power and area.
This alternate paradigm of pulsed based signaling places timing information explicitly, rather
than implicitly, in the data stream  allowing for simple circuits to perform the duties of clock
and data recovery from the serial data stream.
4
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The link is constructed to reduce the presence of high-speed clocks within the system,
another source of power dissipation that is diﬃcult to harden against radiation-related upset.
Data generators and consumers in a system rarely operate one bit at a time, and the circuit
interfaces of LHC1 front-end chips, one of the target applications, are no exception. The link
takes advantage of the fact that it only needs to maintain timing accuracy with a slower,
parallel bus. This takes the form of small bursts of operation where timing is derived from an
uncalibrated delay-line, and then intermittent small pockets of delay as the link re-synchronizes
to the slower system clock. In this way the link can operate its internal interface with a 625MHz
clock while providing a 5Gbps serial stream, and since there is no continuous tuning operation
running (for a calibrated delay line) or high frequency clock the overall system has numerous
savings in power and complexity.
This work will present the technology, a useful means of representing events as pulses
and constructing a working system. The description covers the deﬁnition of a pulse, pulse detec-
tion, pulse circuit construction, formalism in expressing a correct pulse system, considerations
in physical realization of a pulse system, and an example demonstration of a system that uses
both pulses and a clock to construct a 5Gbps serial link and a random number source that
implements a 17bit LFSR fast enough to feed the data link. Additionally a discussion of the
considerations of radiation damage in such a circuit will be addressed, and the implementation
of radiation hard by design in the technology will be demonstrated
1The (LHC) Large Hadron Collider is currently (2014) the highest energy, and one of the highest luminosity
particle accelerator on Earth - and is the design environment of the described link.
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1.2 Philosophy
The core goal of this work is to ease the process of correct-by-construction design of
practical high-speed circuits. While somewhat nebulous, the term practical high-speed circuit
is taken to be a circuit where data rate is of key concern, but trade-oﬀs must be made to meet
other system requirements and goals. In the case of the radiation data link, the other goals
sought are reductions in power, layout area, and designer eﬀort. Power and area concerns are
met by banishing high-speed clocks from the design style, using asynchronous circuits for all
high rate interactions. A high-rate high-accuracy clock is deemed too costly for low power and
low area eﬀorts.
The eﬀort exerted to specify, construct, and verify a circuit is not frequently touted
along with circuits with superlative performance, but is a crucial aspect of design. Simply put,
faster design processes allow more options to be considered along the way, and have the chance
to provide early feed-back as to the feasibility of implementing new concepts. To this end, formal
speciﬁcation and ease of checking are directly sought as an enabling aspect to the technology.
High radiation environments are studied as an application because they present a
unique set of design trade-oﬀs. Device degradation in the face of radiation induced damage is
logical concern, with a test-based solution: do not use devices that cannot survive the environ-
ment, characterize the parametric drift of devices that are used. Characterization can handle
parametric drift, but due to high-energy particle strikes, microelectronic circuits also experience
an elevated level of soft-errors; errors in function that can be cleared or corrected. The philo-
sophical approach here is to distribute error detection and correction functionality throughout
the circuitry used. Recovery time for a circuit becomes the metric for hardness in this approach,
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as during the time period of error, the circuit has lost some measure of correction and is more
sensitive to the next error.
1.3 Radiation Hard By Design
Microelectronics are sensitive to ionizing radiation as well as high-energy ions. Radi-
ation eﬀects impact integrated circuits in two basic ways: it can change the properties of the
materials that the circuit is made of, as well as depositing charge within the circuit, directly
impacting circuit function. This damage manifests it self as both chronic degradation of devices
used in circuitry, as well as two acute eﬀects: soft-errors, and hard-errors or device destruction.
Two approaches are used to approach the manufacture of electronics for radiation
environments: selection of components for ones that have demonstrated tolerance of radiation
environments, and to design systems that have appropriate behavior in the face of radiation
even if device failure is a possibility. The whole-system approach involves a designer taking into
account radiation eﬀects and adds radiation hardness to the speciﬁcations that steer engineering
decisions. To achieve a working system considering radiation damage, the devices used may have
property drift and intermittent failure in a radiation environment, but if the underlying devices
are likely to fail completely, there is little a designer can do to make a working system. Any
approach to radiation tolerance must include some work at the device level, but a good system
design can extend devices that would other-wise be marginal to be successful components of a
fully-functioning system.
The technology described herein was driven by a need for creating data links for sensors
at The Large Hadron Collider. The sensors at the LHC produce an exceedingly large amount of
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data, and with each upgrade cycle, more and more data becomes part of the design. Sensors in
high energy physics are exposed to high radiation levels by design  a sensor that saw no radiation
saw nothing in the experiment. Portions of the LHC reach radiation levels that exceed, by many
fold, the expected doses seen in space service equipment  a common radiation environment
target for micro-electronics. For comparison, many low earth orbit certiﬁed components are
rated for total dose of 3kGy, while lifetime dose for the highest exposure levels of the LHC are
expected to exceed 1MGy - a factor of 300 more lifetime absorbed energy, over a much shorter
lifetime.
1.3.1 Options not explored
The application assumes no shielding and no special device-level processing.
Shielding is not a real option for electronics involved in the LHC for two reasons: most
important the goal of detecting particles, which would be negatively impacted by shielding,
and the second is that at the energy levels of particles of the LHC shielding would be counter-
productive. There are two components to this lack of eﬃcacy. First, the very high particle energy
means that stopping one particle causes a shower of lower energy particles making the total ra-
diation levels higher. The radiation due to stopping a particle is known as bremsstrahlung.
Shielding that would protect against both primary and secondary particles would be impracti-
cally thick requiring meters of lead in some cases. The second reason that high energy particles
preclude shielding is the notion that particles traveling quickly are unlikely to interact with the
material that they are passing through  a concept similar and related to tunneling. There is
a peak momentum for absorbed energy for any given particle type  the Bragg peak. Eﬀective
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shielding has to reduce the momentum of the particle below this peak, otherwise it is merely
increasing the amount of energy deposited in the protected circuit.
There exist microelectronics processes are specially designed for high-radiation envi-
ronments, yet this work does not require or assume the existence of any special process or
device. The rationale behind this decision is multi-faceted. The reasons behind selecting a pro-
cess tend to center on price and availability. More specialized processes tend to cost more and
have the information less-widely distributed. Additionally processes that are less popular have
lower guarantee of sustained availability. Making the fewest assumptions about the underlying
technology gives a design the best chance to last the test of time and to be broadly used in a
collaborative eﬀort, such as in the large experiments at the cutting edge of high energy physics
research. The utility of common CMOS processes at the current radiation doses allows their
use and hence the beneﬁts in savings and general applicability.
1.3.2 Radiation environment issues in sub-micron CMOS
This work was developed with common planar silicon CMOS processes in the 65nm-
250nm process node range. Many of the radiation eﬀects in these processes will be present in
other integrated circuit process nodes, and many of the techniques developed to mitigate them
will carry forward. For processes in these nodes there is a trend to increased tolerance of total
dose in processes with smaller feature size. Starting around the 45nm process node the physical
structure of common silicon processes is altered.At the 45nm process node, Intel announced
the use of high-k gate material[8], using the heavier-than-silicon metal hafnium in the oxide.
Hafnium has a neutron cross section of roughly 100 barns[9], while silicon is only ∼ .7 barns[10].
While the same issues should appear, yet there is the possibility that the dominant damage
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mechanisms will change, as is evidenced by the hardness of sub-micron FETs to charge trapping
in their gate oxide, a disqualifying issue for higher-voltage FETs with thicker oxide layers.
Current implementations of sub-mircon CMOS processes have a number of similar
properties, and, as a whole, are reasonable candidates for radiation hardened electronics. CMOS
processes give very high performance ﬁeld eﬀect transistors, and these processes, highly studied
materials are commonly used to construct these ﬁeld eﬀect transistors. Every device will suﬀer
damage in the face of enough radiation; in the case of ﬁeld eﬀect transistors the insulating
layers are considered the most sensitive to damage. The high dopants densities and thin insulator
thicknesses in these processes lead to an attainable level of radiation tolerance. In silicon CMOS
processes in the 65nm-250nm scale range SiO2 is the most common insulator. It is known that
silicon dioxide at a thickness of 5 or less it is less susceptible to damage on a per-volume basis[11].
SiO2 Thicknesses in these process nodes is available at thicknesses of 5 or less.
1.3.2.1 Approach To hardening
Radiation environments on the scale being discussed here are harsh on microelectronic
devices. The individual components of electronic circuits being constructed are subject to both
life-time damage and temporary malfunction. This breaks the mitigation strategy into two
fronts: aging eﬀects (changes in behavior on a time-scale much longer than that of the circuit)
and soft errors (errant behavior that is on the time-scale of the circuitry involved).
Long term damage sensitivity removes some devices from the realm of practicality, and
leads others to require circuits tolerant of their property changes. An easy way to remove the
physics from the design equation is to build test structures of all desired devices, and characterize
these test structures in the face of radiation. These radiation tests are similar to accelerated
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aging tests and are subject to an art and science beyond the scope of this work. The resulting
information gathered will be information on lifetime degradation and damage models. Devices
that see experience too wide a variation are not used; while devices with some induced damage
are used in circuits that have broader tolerance for variation. More adaptive or tolerant circuit
designs will always fare better in a radiation environment with regards to total dose since lifetime
damage is a form of parametric shift  the more shift tolerated the more damage tolerated.
1.3.2.2 High-power acute issues
There are two classes of acute radiation damage issues: upset and latch-up/burn-out.
Latch-up and burn-out are both severe, destructive issues in acute radiation damage. In both
cases a particle that strikes the circuit causes an excess of charge in a sensitive region of the
struck device. The device is set into a positive feed-back mode where more, rather than less,
charge ﬂows through the device; causing a device failure. Latch-up is a potentially destructive
condition where an electrical feedback mechanism is triggered. The feed-back path is consists of
a parasitic SCR within an integrated circuit[12] that is triggered in to its on condition. In theory
latch-up, if caught early, can be stopped prior to device destruction (by powering the device oﬀ).
Burn-out refers to a similar positive feed-back mechanism, where the critical diﬀerence is that
the positive feed-back loop includes heating of the device. A radiation strike creates a highly
conductive path, which quickly heats, and in the right circumstances, this heating frees carriers
making the path more conductive. This means that the mechanism can involve more structures
than the SCR, any material that can be coaxed into conduction, has a positive thermal feedback,
and is normally operated with a ﬁeld across it, is potentially vulnerable. When the burn-out
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Figure 1.2: Layout of a cell with additional contact regions. Full contact rails surround logic on
three sides to help reduce the risk of latch-up.
event includes puncturing the gate oxide of a FET this becomes known as single event gate
rupture, a problem most associated with high-power devices[13].
Single event burnout issues are much more common with high-voltage devices[14],
and are not expected to be a dominant factor in the systems studied. This leaves latch-up
as a key concern for the system. Latch-up issues, being primarily electrical, can be combated
by increasing charge collection centers in the layout[15]. To achive this goal dramatically more
aggressive a more aggressive than usual substrate and well contact scheme was developed. Figure
1.2 shows a cell with this extra contact layout.
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1.3.2.3 Low-power acute issues
Radiation induced charge deposition, so called single-event upset (SEU), is the re-
maining acute eﬀect of importance. SEU is caused when charge due to a radiation strike merely
corrupts information within the integrated circuit. SEU is the largest challenge of deep sub-
micron radiation hard design[16], and the key motivator of the technology developed in this
research work. The corruption of information can have a number of impacts from errors in com-
putation to errors in timing and errors in continuous voltages created by bias circuitry. Much
of this study will be dedicated to dealing with single event upset.
1.3.2.4 Chronic Issues
There are three key chronic issues due to radiation, both relating to the slow degrada-
tion of the materials that make up an integrated circuit. These are total irriadated dose(TID),
mostly moderated by photons, lattice damage, mostly moderated by protons and neutrons, and
doping inversion, also moderated by heavy particles.
Both TID and doping inversion are limited concerns in deep sub-micron technologies.
The primary impact of TID is charge trapping in oxide layers. As already mentioned, the thin
oxides common in deep sub-micron technologies have a very low limit to the amount of charge
that can be trapped[11]. Because of this hardness, the behavior of thin oxide FETs have been
a device of interest and their behavior is well studied [17, 18, 19]. In Eﬀect, wide-channel FETs
are radiation hard and suitable for use in the 130nm process[20]. Doping inversion is a damage
mechanism where impinging particles change the chemical make-up of the materials in a given
silicon wafer. This is a real concern for electronics in the LHC since many such particles are
expected to strike electronics within the detector. The high doping levels common to small-scale
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planar CMOS technologies oﬀer a good amount of protection against complete type inversion;
the doping levels are typically very high in the 1017/cm3 range and greater, while the number
of 1MeV n0 equivalents is limited to 1015/cm2 over the service lifetime. The ﬁnal issue at hand
is lattice damage, cause by collisions between heavy particles and the semi-conductor lattice.
Lattice damage reduces the conductivity of ﬁeld eﬀect transistors, and alters the behavior of
bulk devices like bipolar junction transistors and diodes  usually for the worse.
Given the expected chronic issues, Field eﬀect transistors realized in a deep sub-micron
process are expected to be much more radiation tolerant than the available alternatives. Thus
the decision is made to rely chieﬂy on FETs as the semiconductor device of choice.
1.4 Permissions and Attributions
The contents of chapter 3 was co-authored with Forrest Brewer and was presented at
and published in the proceedings of the 2013 Design Automation & Test in Europe in Greno-
ble, France conference under the title Formal veriﬁcation of analog circuit parameters across
variation utilizing SAT[21]. Additionally the content of chapter 5 was originally presented at
the 19th Real Time Conference 2014 in Nara, Japan under the title 5GB/s Radiation Hard
Low Power Point to Point Serial Link; a summery version is in the conference record, and the
material in full is currently pending in the Transactions in Nuclear Science edition associated
with the conference. This material is used under the terms of the IEEE author re-use policy
allowing primary author re-use in subsequent work.
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Systematic Asynchronous Design
This Chapter presents a design methodology for creating asynchronous circuits for
practical high-performance design; circuits where rate, power, area, and designer eﬀort are all
considered for trade-oﬀ. The design style works in concert with a logical circuit implementation
to enable the description and realization of high-speed asynchronous circuits. The methodology
is an adaptation of existing techniques for creating asynchronous, but not delay insensitive
circuitry. It is speciﬁcally targeted to the production of asynchronous circuits for data link and
high-speed communication systems and is an enabling technology for the links developed later
in this work.
2.1 Introduction
High-speed link design is a common problem in integrated circuits where interface and
communication speeds frequently exceed core clock rates. For example, in the current Intel
Xeon E7 lineup no processor has a bus speed less than 6.4GT/s, and no processor has a core
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frequency greater than 3.7 GHz[22] and at the opposite end of the power spectrum Atmel oﬀers
an 84MHz processor family with USB at 480Mb/s[23]. Complex communication link circuits
are found on medium to long wires in integrated circuits, longer PCB traces, and transmission
near the dispersion limit for copper cables. These systems involve operating a metal wire near
the rate where substantial amplitude loss and symbol timing jitter are serious issues. Correction
of signal amplitude is not particularly diﬃcult, however, symbol-dependent timing errors are far
more diﬃcult to mitigate.
Synchronous circuits have limited capacity to handle timing issues. Speciﬁcally, time
domain synchronization is diﬃcult, and is commonly relegated to specialized blocks, such as
DLLs, PLLs, and skew compensators, whose behaviors are outside of the synchronous domain.
Conventional design methodologies create a complex circuit topology where the link correctness
is not guaranteed by the timing closure of the synchronous design. For example, valid sampling
of a signal by a deserializer is dependent on the behavior of the associated PLL or timing circuit,
not a local property of the deserializer. This issue makes the design of such circuits expensive
and complex and slows the adoption of link alternatives because of the perception of risk.
Instead, we implement asynchronous logic blocks to handle the slow parallel to fast
serial domain interface. Asynchronous systems are inherently tolerant of timing variance. How-
ever, an unconstrained asynchronous design would have potential for high design complexity.
Instead, constrained composition rules and a variety of pulse-logic gates are chosen that allow
a limited set of classical timing constraints to close both the low-speed and high-speed design
behaviors. The high-rate system can then be designed in a coherent manner escaping the com-
plexity of forcing a conventional synchronous timing paradigm to accommodate high variance,
high speed signals. Unlike many asynchronous systems, the proposed scheme uses feed-forward
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construction. Feed-forward logic design does come at a cost: the timing of the system needs to
be veriﬁed as part of the construction procedure  system timing is not safe by construction. An
important part of the methodology are means to limit the complexity of the timing veriﬁcation.
2.1.1 Related Work
There are a few asynchronous design paradigms meeting the system rate requirements.
At such rates, classical feed-back based delay independent techniques are problematic. In the
case of physically long transmission media (starting at the mm scale for multi-GHz signals) time
of ﬂight for the electromagnetic wave carrying the signals adds substantially to the system delay,
reducing performance. On-die scale structures (100µ scale) have substantial propagation delay
and at lengths of 1mm has potential signal integrity issues. These considerations defeat design
styles based on feed-back such as GasP[4]. Instead, the circuits presented here are a limited
sub-class of self-resetting CMOS circuits  a design style that has a reset circuit assigned to
small clusters of domino-like logic. SRCMOS circuits work in an inherently pulsed manner. The
down side of this is that SRCMOS circuits need pulses to arrive nearly simultaneously for proper
function[24]. Work on timing analysis of SRCMOS includes [25, 1]. SRCMOS circuits have seen
application in asynchronous circuits in [5, 26] but asynchronous use is commonly restricted to
systems that have feed-back to conﬁrm correct behavior.
Pulse reset timing is also noted as reset interference in [5], where the locally reset signal
creates a timing constraint in an otherwise timing independent gate.
The notion of using a pulse to synchronize other pulses has been explored in [6] one
means of solving the overlap problem of SRCMOS. The implementation comes at the cost of
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noise margin due to the conditional lowering of switching thresholds, though conceivably a
similar design could be realized that created the necessary timing regime.
2.1.2 This Work
Pulses are used for timing critical communication in a similar fashion to the logic of [24]
and [6] . For moving data in situations where the interconnect medium is limiting, especially in
terms of jitter, the diﬀerences between pulses and edges are minimal, as demonstrated in section
2.2. The logic gates in this work are SRCMOS style gates, with restrictions to simplify analysis.
System construction rules partition signals into two classes, to identify signals containing events
(e.g. clocks) from others. Static timing veriﬁcation is then applied relative to system events to
conﬁrm correct function. Pulsed signals, with a single characteristic pulse width are used for
communicating events in the system. The single pulse-width allows the use of pulse gates, such
as in [27, 28, 5, 6] and similar to[4]. These gates are known to maintain a stable pulse width,
where logic without feedback would accumulate uncertainty, leading to the eventual decay of
short pulses. In the long-range signaling application, high-speed serial streams are assumed to
be a pseudo-complimentary pair of wires carrying pulses to mark 1 and 0 bits as events in the
bit stream. This encoding creates events for each data bit, simplifying detection and processing
of the stream.
2.2 On-Chip Signaling: Pulse VS. Edge
A pulse consists of a both a rising and a falling edge and at ﬁrst glance it would seem
that any information carried by a pulse could be done by an edge, with another edge left to
spare. Sending information as a pulse has the advantage that a pulse unambiguously marks the
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Table 2.1: Propagation times for a slow edge (100ps rise), and a 165ps pulse.
Edge 165ps Pulse
Coupling noise Average σ Average σ
No coupling 251.3± 1.0 8.6± 0.7 239.5± 0.9 7.7± 0.7
Fastest 215.6± 0.9 7.5± 0.7 208.5± 0.8 6.9± 0.5
Slowest 285.9± 1.1 9.5± 0.7 276.7± 1.0 8.7± 0.6
All values shown with 95% conﬁdence interval marked. Both the pulse and edge have similar
propagation delay and arrival uncertainty. The pulse width is small to not limit the signaling
rate.
arrival of an event while simultaneously allowing consecutive events to have the same transition
characteristics. This is in contrast to edge-based signaling, where a rising edge is followed by a
falling edge, which usually requires separate detection of rising and falling edges. It has been
shown though, that edges can succeed as a marker of events[29].
Because edge-based communication has a theoretical advantage in power and band-
width, it is important to demonstrate that pulsed signaling does not come at a high cost relative
to edges in practical integrated design. A case study using a smaller 130nm process node in-
terconnect wire is used to test this hypothesis. This wire is chosen for two reasons: ﬁrst, the
130nm node is well characterized, and process variation ﬁgures can be produced with conﬁdence;
second, it is around this process node where wire dimensions became a limiting factor[30] in
signaling rate, making it likely that a similar length wire in ﬁner scale will be implemented in
a similar thickness of metal.
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2.2.1 Case Study 5mm wire 130nm process node
A 5mm wire in the thin metal layer of a 130nm process node is used as an example
to compare pulsed and edge encoding for an event signal. For this metal a conductor thickness
of .3µm and a inter-layer dielectric thickness of .3µm is typical. The wire width and spacing is
chosen to optimize the cost function of delay×wire pitch giving a wire width of .55µ and a wire
spacing of .38µ. This conﬁguration gives a fringing capacitance of 100fF/mm, a side coupling
capacitance of 31fF/mm, and, assuming a copper conductor, a resistance of 133Ω/mm. In
this process node an inverter with 1µ wide NMOS, and an appropriately matched PMOS will
have roughly 2kΩ equivalent drive and 5fF of gate capacitance. Additionally such an inverter
should have about 5ps of intrinsic delay due to self-loading. Delay optimal sizing [31] of the
inverters used for wire repeating gives an inverter size of 26µ NMOS. With these parameters,
minimal worst-case delay (with an even number of stages) occurs with 4 internal repeaters (5
long wire segments) with a 1mm spacing. The single-stage worst-case delay time constant in
this conﬁguration is 68.4ps.
2.2.2 Edge-communicated signaling
Arrival jitter is approximated by using Monte-Carlo simulation consisting of 1000 runs,
suﬃcient to gain 95% conﬁdence values for most measures. Process variation is taken from a
vendor model for the 130nm process. Power variation is estimated to have a global, correlated
variation of 30mV power to ground, modeling power regulator noise. In addition to global power
noise, a local, uncorrelated variation of 30mV is added to each power and ground node, modeling
IR noise internal to the IC.
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When there is a single fast edge (<100ps) of a slow signal (f < 200MHz) the average
(across process and voltage variation) propagation time is projected to be 251.3 ± 1.0ps, close
to the value that #stages × stage delay × ln(12) predicts. The sample standard deviation (σ)
of the arrival time in this experiment is 8.6 ± .7ps. Assuming a Gaussian distribution, a 5σ
interval gives a delay between 203.5ps to 298.5ps for a 5mm wire, considering only process and
voltage variation.
Due to the high coupling capacitance ( 38% of the total) the impact of neighbor wires
must be considered. The worst-case jitter occurs when both neighbors are correlated in the
same or opposing direction as the main signal. Same direction switching has delay 215.6± .9ps
with a sample σ of 7.5 ± .7ps. The 5σ fast arrival time under these circumstances is 173ps.
Opposite direction switching delay is 285.9 ± 1.1ps with σ ≈ 9.5 ± .7ps, giving a 5σ slow case
of 338ps. This is a range of 165ps of environmental jitter that an ideal latching strategy cannot
compensate for. A more common single clock phasing strategy would have a cycle time grater
than 338ps+ τsu+ τclk−Q, approximately 700ps in the 130nm process node yielding a maximum
rate of 1.43Gbps.
2.2.3 Pulse-communicated signal
Two features of the above analysis suggest that a narrow pulse might work well. First,
the single stage delay for this setup was projected to be roughly 68ps, worst case (5 stages, 338
ps longest projected delay), allowing a pulse on a 70ps time scale. Second, the arrival jitter is
165ps, thus a worst-case environment is unlikely to erase a wider pulse. Table 2.1 compares the
propagation times for edges and pulses. Using 165ps as the full-width, half-maximum measure
of the pulse, there are no extinguished pulses observed, with propagation times very similar to
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edges. The minimum pulse period is twice the pulse width  330ps, marginally faster than the
non-skew-compensated rate of edges; pulses have the potential to operate faster than a clocked
edge system.
Using self-resetting gates to create a regenerative buﬀer, the performance of the pulsed
line can be improved. Self-resetting gates protect pulse widths, and thus jitter cannot destroy
a pulse, allowing a falling edge closer to the corresponding rising edge. For systems using self-
resetting buﬀers, two conditions must be met: First, the pulse width and its reset time are
obeyed. Second, the pulses must arrive in order. The pulse width is set locally within the buﬀer
since it is self-timed. Native pulse width2.5 in this technology was determined to be 64ps with
σ ≈ 4ps, giving 84ps for a maximum pulse width, and 168ps for a safe pulse interval. Jitter for
the self-timed buﬀer case is slightly higher than for the inverter buﬀer case at an estimated total
jitter (5σ+pattern dependence) of 188ps. This extra jitter, as compared to the inverter buﬀer
case, is due to the extra logic required in a self resetting buﬀer. This extra logic also extends
the maximum propagation time, in this case it is 405ps. The arrival order uncertainty limit of
188ps is the dominant of the two restrictions.
2.2.4 Pulse vs. edge for marking an event
The study shows the relative propagation timing of pulses and edges are very similar,
even when the width of the pulse is small. A key conclusion from this case study is that
jitter can dominate gain/bandwidth in limiting performance. A pulse, because it is atomic and
unambiguous in its arrival, need not be correlated to any other signal. Thus pulse-based event
detection can operate as fast or faster than edge event detection correlated to another signal or
state.
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Table 2.2: Maximum event rates for alternative signaling methods on a 5mm wire
Method Period Notes
Handshake 597p
Interleaving forward & backward wires
(minimizes worst-case propagation)
Clocked Edge 338p No Phase compensation
Pulse 330p Not using self-resetting buﬀers
Edge
223p
Requires DLL/PLL of ~20mW
with (assumes 15ps RMS jitter
DLL or PLL ≈ -112dBc/Hz phase noise)
Pulse 188p With self-resetting buﬀers
Table 2.2 shows a number of cases, and the associated minimum period of operation
for a BER of 6 × 10−7 (corresponding to ±5σ variance). For the purposes of comparison, the
minimum latch timing is left out of the presented period. In a clocked system, the latch sample
interval (setup and hold) would add 50-200ps depending on design style. In asynchronous sys-
tems, both pulsed and handshake, latch sampling time does not necessarily add to the minimum
period, as both techniques have sampling times built into their respective operating mechanisms.
Pulsed communication systems oﬀer a viable alternative to clocked edge systems as shown in
Table 2.2. Pulsed systems not only can be faster, but they have the construction simplicity of
asynchronous systems, not requiring high-rate, low-jitter clocks.
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2.2.5 Long Range Perspective
Data transmission in integrated circuits is a known problem for designers[30] and one
of the chief limiters in integrated circuit performance. It is currently common for transmission
circuits to be capable of much faster operation that the media that they are connected to, that
is to say an inverter with less than 50ps of intrinsic delay may drive a bus with 300ps. When
local actions can happen much faster than longer range actions, more complex designs at the
ends of a transmission media become practical.
Some initial examples of using more complex transmission and reception logic to com-
bat media limitations came with inter-chip interconnect, leading to the use of pre-emphasis ﬁlters
such as in[32], but the limitations of slow wires cause the same pattern-dependent problems be-
tween circuits whether or not those circuits are part of the same IC chip. Pulsed interconnect
oﬀers the chance to solve some these problems.
Pulses can have an intrinsically beneﬁcial frequency spectrum. Return-to-Zero, or RZ
modulation is a known method of helping cope with dispersion on long lines, such as ﬁber optic
cables at their upper limit [33]. The signaling method of returning to zero limits the amount of
information stored at lower frequencies making dispersion less disruptive to data.
Asynchronous detection, especially the kind that pulses enable, helps with transmission
in a lossy media. High data rate signals suﬀer both attenuation and jitter at the hands of
lossy transmission, as demonstrated by the example in section2.2.4. Signaling techniques that
attempt to compensate for some of this eﬀect have been developed but come at a cost in power
and complexity[34]. An asynchronous system has the advantage of being able to tolerate timing
uncertainty without extra complexity, and thus oﬀers a signaling gain over a synchronous system.
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2.3 Composition Rules
This class of systems are not delay insensitive, because it is impractical to have a feed-
back path in long-distance communication circuits  that is, it is less costly to design margins to
tolerate variance than it is to communicate timing information. The lack of delay insensitivity
means timing veriﬁcation is required for system closure. Static timing analysis is a common
part of verifying clocked systems and numerous extensions, such as yield estimation, have been
formulated[35]. It is advantageous to use a constraint system that inherits the same analytic
methodology, as was done for clocked SRCMOS[1]. The obvious draw-back of an asynchronous,
event-driven system is the potential complexity of the set of timing constraints. Described
below are a set of constraints targeted directly at providing adequate design ﬂexibility while
minimizing the checking and validation complexity.
2.3.1 Terminology
Data Signal class that cannot, on its own, cause the system state to change. Communicated
by electrical high and low levels.
Event Signal class than can, on its own or in conjunction with Data, cause the system state to
change. Communicated by short pulses.
Gate A basic unit of system description, either an Event producing P-Gate or a Data-output
D-Gate. A gate is triggered by an event dependent on a data condition.
D-Gate The gate type with memory. Output signal type is Data.
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P-Gate The gate type without memory. Output signal type is Event. Implemented in self-
resetting logic.
2.3.2 Timing Check Complexity
Static timing for a clocked system involves summing inertial delays along signal paths
to constrain each latch-latch path. For acyclic logic, the complexity of the check is simply bound
by the number of delays along the path and thus scales as O(n) given n delay bearing nodes
including latches. For a circuit with m unconstrained events m! constraints are needed in worst
case although this is practically limited by gate fan-in. Unfortunately, behavioral issues such as
meta-stability and non-determinism prevent inertial models from applying in any case. In the
interest of simpliﬁed design eﬀort, we choose to place construction constraints on gates so ensure
predictable (inertial) delays apply and have complexity O(m2 · n). This has the consequence
that some kinds of circuits cannot be built within these constraints, e.g. fair arbiters, however,
all circuits necessary for communication links can easily be constructed.
2.3.3 Logical Restrictions on Construction
Signals are partitioned into two classes or types: Events and Data. The Event class
serves to mark time, and is analogous to a clock. The state of a gate can only change with
an event. Events are communicated by pulses of ﬁnite duration ﬁxed for a system technology.
The other class, Data informs state updates in the presence of an event. Data is communicated
as traditional digital levels. Correctness for Data signals works as in a clocked system with
members of the event class serving as clocks. As usual, the value of a Data signal must be stable
between the setup and hold time for each gate relative to the arrival of an updating event.
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The second constraint is that a gate may have only one active event at a time. One-
at-a-time events prevent complex timing issues from arising within the relative timing check.
In order for two events to be processed simultaneously they must act on separable parts of the
system. For two events to inform interacting parts of the system they must have a ﬁxed timing
relation ensuring one event at a time. This includes re-timing schemes where such event ordering
is enforced. This does place a burden on the designer to describe any two-event behavior as
a set of one-at-a-time actions. In this view, arbitration is not a feature of the methodology,
instead the designer must describe the arbitration method within the language of the system.
These two rules create a paradigm where timing veriﬁcation can can happen in O(m2n)
time complexity, involving two diﬀerent timing checks limited by this complexity class. Data
timing is checked on Event→ Data→ Event sequences, similar to a clocked system where the
sequence is Clock → Data → Clock. Since events are one-at-a-time, a single event sponsors
the data change, and a single event causes the result to be sampled. All data transitions are
checked between any pair of events giving a check that is square in the number of events and
linear in the number of gates in the data path.
2.3.4 Event timing
A known problem for SRCMOS pulse logic is the relative timing of rising and falling
edges within the system so that pulses can appropriately overlap[1]. The one-at-a-time pulse
model makes the event timing check the dual of the SRCMOS timing check. Here pulses must not
overlap for correct behavior. Having a single characteristic time of the event class simpliﬁes the
computation, and using as small of a pulse as practical maximizes the systems event handling,
either in rate, or in tolerance to variable timing. The event timing model is created with the
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electrical realization of D-Gates and P-Gates in mind. Section 2.5 describes the transistor level
design. Conditional Events are implemented with a self-resetting gate structure (P-Gates),
while memory is stored in set-reset latches (D-Gate). In both cases, the pulse arriving at the
gate serves, eﬀectively, as the sampling aperture for the pull-down network; this sets the data
hold window to the actual pulse width of an event. The actual minimum value will be set by
the need to reliably sample, and thus by the maximum complexity in the pull-down network.
Figure 2.6 shows an Event timing diagram for a D-Gate, marked with some of the critical timing
considerations.
A special case requires the pulse width to be part of the timing check. For circuits
where the output of a latch is logically feed-back into its input, the input pulse width and the
latch delay must be timed such that the pulse-to-Q time of the latch exceeds exceeds the input
pulse width. This ensures that a transiting output does not corrupt its own input signals.
2.4 System Description
To limit ambiguity, we use a simple formalism to describe an asynchronous pulse
circuit. The formalism and use is similar to a guarded action language[36, 37], as the actions of
gates are undertaken only when the required event occurs and the pre-conditions are satisﬁed.
The linguistic form allows non-deterministic and parallel behavior, enabling checking that does
not explicitly consider execution order. The designer is responsible for creating a system that
functions correctly given this order independence.
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2.4.1 Language
For simplicity, discussion of behavior will take the form of:
Event(guard)→ action
D-Gates have both set and reset behaviors denoted:
Data =

Event(guard)→ Set
Event(guard)→ Reset
P-Gates can be triggered by more than one Event(guard) in the case of combination this will
be denoted:
Event(guard)
Event(guard)
→ Event
2.4.2 Control Data Flow Graph
A control data ﬂow graph is a useful structure for visualizing the Event/Data motion
within the system. Figure2.1 shows the basic elements of such a graph: Data and Event edges,
D-Gate, P-Gates, Logic and Delays.
2.4.3 3-bit Counter Example
To demonstrate the system we formulate a 3-bit binary counter with asynchronous
reset. The counter can be fully described in its latch behavior since there are no conditional
events:
Bit0 =

Count(Bit0)→ set
Count(Bit0)
Reset
→ reset
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(a) Data Edge
(b) Event Edge
(c) P-Gate (Event output)
(d) Logic & Delay Elements
(e) D-Gate (Data output)
Figure 2.1: Control Data Flow Graph elements for pulse logic analysis
Bit1 =

Count(Bit1 ∧Bit0)→ set
Count(Bit1 ∧Bit0)
Reset
→ reset
Bit2 =

Count(Bit2 ∧Bit1 ∧Bit0)→ set
Count(Bit2 ∧Bit1 ∧Bit0)
Reset
→ reset
The CDFG for this system is shown in Figure 2.2.
If we choose to construct the system with gated events, there is the opportunity to
simplify the design, at the cost of a more complex timing veriﬁcation. A description of such a
system is:
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Figure 2.2: 3-bit counter without gated events. Simple structure compared to alternative
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Figure 2.3: 3-bit counter with gated events. Higher levels of design re-use, and uses faster gates
with fewer and terms in their pull-down networks
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Bit0 =

Count(Bit0)→ set
Count(Bit0)
Reset
→ reset
Count(Bit0)→ C1
Count(Bit0)→ Done
Bit1 =

C1(Bit1)→ set
C1(Bit1)
Reset
→ reset
C1(Bit1)→ C2
C1(Bit1)→ Done
Bit2 =

C2(Bit2)→ set
C2(Bit2)
Reset
→ reset
C2(Bit2)→ Done
This system is equivalent to chaining toggle latches to handle the task of counting, and
like a series of chained toggle ﬂip-ﬂops, the timing signal is a derived waveform, rather than a
phase of the clock, requiring extra veriﬁcation steps to conﬁrm functionality. In the ﬁrst case,
Reset must not be concurrent with count. In the second case, Reset must not be concurrent with
three diﬀerent signals (Count, C1, C2), and the timing of data is now dependent on multiple
signals, creating a timing uncertainty from a static timing analysis point of view, i.e. without
knowing the state of Bits 1, 2, and 3 there are a number of diﬀerent possibilities of when it is safe
to reference Bits 1, 2, or 3 as compared to Count. In true fashion for a functioning asynchronous
system, though, a done signal can be produced that reliably indicates an appropriate time to
sample the output. This is the CDFG for this alternate realization is in Figure 2.3.
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2.5 Gate construction
The strong typing of signals not only simpliﬁes timing checks, it allows the construction
of timed gates using pull-down networks. This structure allows a gate to act on a given event
given a set of guards, allowing delay tolerant operation. Because the pull-down network can be
complex, logic functions are incorporated into the front-ends of D-Gates and P-Gates, giving
fast, small designs.
There are two classes of gate in this construction paradigm, pulse P-Gates and D-
Gates. P-Gates, Fig 2.4, have a pulsed output, and thus are used for conditional Events, while
D-Gates, Fig. 2.5, have a level output, and are used for Data signals. P-Gates use a local
self-resetting logic, and hence are related to the self-resetting logic families.
2.5.1 Pull-down network timing
The structure of the pull-down network, combined with the typing rules for Events and
Data, create a timing constraint set for each pull-down network. The behavior of these networks
are similar for pulse gates and latches, and the analysis holds for both. Correct functioning of
the pull-down network determines the values for the timing constraints in the composition rules
(section 2.3). The prohibition on event overlapping (the phasing constraint in Fig. 2.6) ensures
that the action due to any event is not preempted by another event, a critical requirement for
timing veriﬁcation to not be forced to check event combinations.
Consider the timing of a D-Gate, like the one shown in ﬁgure2.5. Event A triggers
setting this latch, while event B triggers reset. In both cases, the action is contingent on the
logic of Data A, B, and C encoded into the respective pull-down networks. A timing diagram
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Figure 2.4: Drawing of a P-Gate. This class of gate has a pulse as an output, and thus is used
for gating events in the system. This gate class would perform the miltiplex and de-multiplex
operations in a SER/DES in a high-rate signaling system
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Figure 2.5: Drawing of a D-Gate for this technology. This gate has data as the output, and
two diﬀerent input behaviors (a set condition and a reset condition). If a D-Gate has the same
event for both set and reset, and complimentary trigger conditions it can behave exactly like a
pulse-triggered D ﬂip-ﬂop.
Spacing
Phasing
Dependency
Data
A satisﬁed B satisﬁed Both Neither
Event A (set)
Event B (reset)
Q
Figure 2.6: Timing Diagram for the SR latch of Fig. 2.5. Critical timing relationships are
shown, including: (Olive)Event->Data causal relationships, (Red) relative event timing both
same event timing and event-to-event phasing, and (Blue) Data, Event relationships for action
enabling.
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for this latch is shown in ﬁgure 2.6. Electrically, the pull-down network is assumed conducting
or non-conducting when the associated event pulse arrives. In the case of the D-Gate, the set
condition must be stable for the set pulse and the reset condition must be stable for the reset
pulse.
The pull-down network impacts the timing equation in two ways: intrinsic delay, and
its impact on pulse timing. First is the intrinsic delay, the amount of time for the switch
between conduction and non-conduction. Static timing analysis avoids the state of the system,
thus all of the turn-on and turn-oﬀ combinations will be converted to minimum and maximum
propagation times. Typically the turn-on time associated with the pull-down network very
limited, for example the pull-down net for the set pull down network for the ﬁrst 3 bit counter
from Section 2.4.3 has an estimated intrinsic delay range of up to 20ps in the 130µ process, less
than the transition time of signals in the system. The second impact the pull-down network
impacts timing is by limiting current through the pulse signal's transistor. In the case of the
3-transistor pull-down from the 3rd bit of the counter the expected source degeneration of the
pulse transistor is 1.5kΩ·µwidth to
3.kΩ·µ
width in the same process.
2.5.2 Pulse timing
Pulse width is a critical property for correct gate operation; too narrow a width and
the gate will not reliably function, too long a pulse and performance is compromised. Both
D-Gate and P-Gates have similar pull-down behavior, and a study of minimum width can be
done with either. P-Gates are the only type that produces pulses and thus set the functional
pulse width in the system.
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Correct P-Gate behavior requires that input pulses are capable of triggering the P-
Gate. A P-Gate is considered triggered when it's critical node, marked in Figure 2.4, is pulled
down during an active event. Phrased in another way, the total charge that ﬂows through the
pull-down network during a pulse must be suﬃcient to overcome the keeper and ﬂip the critical
node. The keeper circuit will establish a minimum voltage required to start removing charge
from the critical node, creating a threshold below which any signal in the event line is ignored.
This will be the minimum input voltage VImin. The strength of the Event input is characterized
by its transconductance, gm. This transconductance takes into account the size of the associated
transistor, the eﬀects of the resistance in the pull-down network it is attached to, and the eﬀects
of the keeper circuit. The value of gm should be selected to be valid over the range of inputs
between VImin and VDD. Given gm the triggering condition is:
ˆ
pulse
gm ·min(0, Vin(t)− VImin) ≥ VDD · Ccrit
Where Vin(t) is the input waveform and Ccritis the critical node capacitance. This equation
gives us an important property of pulse detection: a lack of pulse amplitude can be corrected
with a longer duration pulse  the area between the pulse and the minimum input threshold is
the key property that indicates detectability; this property is illustrated in Figure 2.7. For long
range communication, issues of attenuation can be oﬀ-set by increasing pulse duration. In the
case of lossy wires, increasing pulse width also reduces attenuation, thus increasing pulse width
is doubly eﬀective.
In the case of the 3rd bit of the 3 bit counter, the gm is approximated to be: 170µAµm·V on
average giving a input threshold voltage calculated to match at 300mV . This means that, with
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Figure 2.7: Two pulses of diﬀerent volatage and duration demonstrating similar detectability.
Pulse voltage directly impacts detectability, which determines the required minimum pulse width
for a functioning system
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(a) Load isolated feed-back network. Preferred design
for maximum rate, low-load situations
(b) Load sensitive feed-back system. More robust to
high-load situations; helps protect against unexpected
pulse attenuation
Figure 2.8: Two self-reset feed-back network options.
this setup, for every fF of Ccritroughly 9ps · V of pulse area is needed to trigger the system
using 1µ wide transistors in the pull-down network.
2.5.3 Drive and Feed-back network
The characteristic pulse width of a self-resetting gate is set by the propagation delay
through the feedback path. The output amplitude is dependent on both the output driver and
its load. Pulse detection requires that the delay of the feedback path must match or exceed the
amount prescribed by driver and load environment.
The feed-back network for a pulse gate can be connected or, alternately, isolated from
its load environment, as shown in Figure 2.8. The load isolated model (Figure 2.8a) can be
faster than the load sensitive feedback and has more reliable timing, as it does not have a longer
interconnect impinging on feed-back. This feed-back network is well suited for situations where
the loading is either constant and known, so that a correct pulse width can be selected, or
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for small fan-out situations where pulse attenuation is unlikely and speed and repeatability are
more important. Load sensitive feedback (Figure 2.8b) on the other hand can be useful in a
production environment where cell design and cell use are not concurrent. The load sensitive
gate is slowed by placing it in a high-load environment. This is undesirable from a performance
perspective, but by slowing the feed-back loop, the circuit can improves detectability and thus
reduces the odds of a unexpectedly high load causing pulse attenuation. Figure 2.9 shows a
comparison of the isolated feedback system to the sensitive feedback system. In the lightly
loaded case, with 7fF/µdriver of load capacitance the two feedback networks perform similarly.
In the heavily loaded case, with 50fF/µdriver of load, the sensitive feedback produces a slower,
more detectable result than the isolated feedback. If speed is more critical than detection, the
isolated network is nearly 200ps faster in this example. If detection is more critical, the sensitive
feedback has roughly 4 times the detectability in the heavily loaded case.
2.6 Data Link Performance Estimation
Here we will investigate a hypothetical serializer and deserializer structure to demon-
strate the veriﬁcation procedure an the potential power of the construction methodology. The
serializer-deserializer pair can be used to create a structure that acts like a wide wire bus using
fewer wires, simplifying processor construction. Using the copper wires already studied, and a
two pulse communication system, the maximum safe operation rate with self-resetting buﬀers
is estimated to be 188ps (from Sec. 2.2.3), which translates to a bit rate of 5.3GHz, 2-10 times
faster than the clock rate of logic in this node. If we realize the SER/DES interface as a 4-bit
wide DDR interface that would give a clock rate of no more than 664MHz, an thus produce a
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Figure 2.9: Voltage traces for isolated and sensitive feedback networks, both lightly loaded
(7fF/µdriver) and heavily loaded(50fF/µdriver). In the lightly loaded case the isolated feedback
and sensitive feedback systems operate similarly, while in the heavy load case, the sensitive
feedback produces a slower, more detectable result than the isolated feedback.
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Figure 2.10: Simple Serializer Design. Delay line based timing possible due to high jitter
tolerance of the system as delays have a lower bound for safety but not an upper bound.
component that could be timed oﬀ of the clock of a processor core. It is assumed that the rising
and falling edges of the clock are translated into events (pulses) for both edges. The deserializer
will produce a data clock on the output; a FIFO can be easily designed in this technology, but
is not part of this study.
The serializer structure is shown in Figure 2.10. This serializer uses a delay line to time
the individual serializer cells; a 4-input or operation merges all of the 1 and 0 events. The delay
line must be timed for safety  there will be a minimum delay, but all delays above this value
will be considered safe until the total delay time exceeds the clock period. This constraint shows
itself in the formal veriﬁcation path as a consequence of the one-at-a-time input requirement
into the 4-way or gates. The matching deserializer is shown in Figure 2.11. The arc from the
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Figure 2.11: Deserializer matching the serializer in Figure 2.10.
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full bit of the 4th deserializer element through the delay and associated reset elements is the
longest (delay-wise) arc in the deserializer in Figure 2.11. Formally the need to reset before the
new stream bit will set the rate limit on the system; while the latch sampling time will set the
delay  roughly one pulse width of time.
Critical Constraints For the SERDES (assuming that event-event times must be sep-
arated by a pulse-width and take a pulse-width to transpire):
1. Bit - Bit timing > max(Line Jitter, 2× pulse width
• Sets SER delay minimum time
2. Trigger Time for worst-case gate
• Sets system pulse width
3. Bit4 - Bit1 timing > Deserializer Set-Full time + latch aperture (1 Pulse Width)+1 Pulse
width
• Sets Reset delay minimum time (equivalent to 3x pulse width)
The Maximum clock rate tolerated by the SER/DES system is thus:
4×Max(SER Period) + 4× Pulse Width
Table 2.3 shows the computed ﬁgures for 130nm and projected ﬁgures for 65nm and
45nm. Transistor speciﬁcations come from foundry data. The interconnect wire is the same
dimensions for each case, the assumption made is that similar thickness interconnect would be
chosen for similar wiring distance. In 130nm the projected bit to bit time is 157% of the nominal
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Table 2.3: Performance Estimates for 4-bit SER/DES system
130nm 65nm 45nm
Trigger Time
93.8ps 52.1ps 23.0ps
( System Pulse Width)
Max Bit-Bit Time 295ps 240ps 211ps
Computed Minimum
320MHz 428MHz 534MHz
DDR Clock Period
Max Data Rate 2.56Gbps 3.42Gbps 4.27Gbps
minimum bit-bit time to accommodate ±5σ variation. This gives a cycle time of 295ps. The
slowest gate in the system (the 4-way or gate) has a pulse time of 70.3ps nominal with a σ of
4.7ps giving a system pulse width of less than 93.8ps. The total period is thus 1.56ns giving a
core clock rate (assuming DDR of 320.5MHz and a bit rate of 2.56Gbps. The system design
scales well, and by the 45nm node, 4.27Gbps can be squeezed through reliably.
2.7 Design Methodology Conclusion
A method to eﬃciently construct self-timed feed-forward gate circuits was demon-
strated. Circuits are designed using a few simple construction rules, and a small number of
static timing checks to verify functionality. The methodology supports data dependent opera-
tion and concurrent signaling, though correct sequencing is left up to the designer to specify.
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SAT based steady state analysis
In the parlance of electrical engineers, Analog circuits are circuits that are described
in a domain with continuous time and continuous voltage behavioral descriptions. Additionally,
engineers imply the use of high-order analysis models when describing a circuit as analog. Due
to the potential complexity, typical manual analysis strategies focus on limiting a analog circuit
to a handful of modes of operation, allowing for linear approximations around the characteristic
operating points of these modes. Thus, in practice, the design and veriﬁcation of analog circuits
are heavily human-guided where designers identify appropriate model reductions, intended (and
error) modes of operation, and critical measures of functionality.
The characterization of high-speed logic cells frequently requires the detailed analysis
that is traditionally associated with analog circuits. The equivalence between high-voltage,
low-duration pulses and low-voltage, high-duration pulses presented in Chapter 2 requires an
analysis that is detailed in time voltage and initial conditions. Automated analysis (behavioral
veriﬁcation) of pulse-base or high performance digital cells would thus ease the design process
of cell sets for a design ﬂow of asynchronous pulse logic.
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The analytic methods of chapter 2 use a continuous time, discrete value model for
analysis  an event's timing is not bound to a discrete set; yet the event is understood to be
atomic, of a suﬃcient voltage to function. Removing exhaustive cell characterization in the
voltage domain would greatly simplify the analytic process. The methodology described in this
chapter enables ﬁnding steady-state solutions for a number of circuits that traditionally fall
within the class of circuits treated as analog.
3.1 Formal Veriﬁcation of Analog Circuit Parameters and Vari-
ation Utilizing SAT
Analog circuit veriﬁcation has been a topic of rapidly increasing interest in recent years
with veriﬁcation strategies based on improving satisﬁability modulo theories (SMT), interval
analysis engines, as well as simulation mixed with other solution strategies [38, 39, 40, 41]. The
vast majority of these techniques seek to create provable models that describe properties of the
time evolution of analog circuits. This has a much more humble goal: quickly determining circuit
steady-state operational bounds over transistor and environment variation. Classically, analog
designers have relied on the tried and tested Monte-Carlo characterization of the operating space
and its accelerated variants [42, 43] that depend on assumption on the statistics of the variations
and the simplicity of the boundary topology. For complex circuits, however, or wide ranges of
device variability, both assumptions are problematic, and the results are only stochastically
conclusive.
The early work analog model checking was done by Kurshan [44], who formalized
arguments for discrete proof spaces over continuous functions. Hartong [45] took a representation
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tack including modeling Ids(Vds, Vgs) from data as we have also done. Similar transistor
modeling approaches were used by Little, Meyers [46] and Yan [47, 48]. All of these works used
specialized techniques to create discrete atomata for the purpose of forward projection of the
analog circuit state. Hedrich did tolerancing veriﬁcation based on polynomial bounding and
projecting symbolically, however, his transistor models were linear approximations [40]. Work
on variance estimation by Nassif [49] abstracted the sources of variance for timing and other
parameters and performed stochastic modeling. Alternative simulation acceleration approaches
by Signhee [42] improved the ability to simulate close to the bounds of circuit margins.
Validation by Simulation has advantages and diﬃculties. Simulation readily accepts
circuit scales far larger than any veriﬁcation scheme known to the author. On the other hand, it
does not readily link to formal analysis or property proof. To manage device and environmental
variations with simulation, Monte-Carlo methods (or similar means of extracting statistics) are
typically used, requiring a large number of conﬁgurations to be checked. This process tends to
be very time consuming if indeed feasible at all. Additionally, due to its stochastic nature and
the complexity of analog circuit behavior, such methods are usually incomplete. Abstractly,
simulation veriﬁes behavioral properties for single parameter selections and initial conditions on
each simulation run. In contrast, the methods proposed in this work describe properties known
to hold over sets of intervals in the parameter space, providing formally supported bounds on
circuit parameters.
Practical use of analog veriﬁcation techniques requires methods that eﬃciently scale
to typical problem sizes with accuracy suﬃcient to at least match that of the device models.
They must provide concrete bounds on behavior regardless of whether the nominal behavior
or statistical distribution can be compactly expressed. We believe that although the safety
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property is formally simple, it is nonetheless quite important in practical variance modeling and
design for variance compensation. Its simplicity allows for practical scale robust veriﬁcation in
reasonable time.
This work describes an approach to proving properties on steady-state circuit behavior
that scales to practical circuit size and complexity while using practical (non-symbolic) device
models. The approach, by design, only utilizes methods that can easily be mapped to a boolean
satisﬁability (SAT) problem, a problem for which high quality solvers exist. Despite the limita-
tion to steady-state properties, several valuable properties such as operation points and margins,
headroom can be described and veriﬁed in very reasonable run times.
It is important to note that a similar eﬀort was made by Tiwary et al. [50]. The
general concept of modeling method and behavior discovery were the same, on the other hand
a SMT solver was used instead of a ILP or SAT solver, and hence diﬀerent assumptions about
the bounds of the problem were made as well as having a slightly diﬀerent formulation. This
work also has device variation considered within the presented model.
3.2 Veriﬁcation
This work targets the veriﬁcation of steady-state properties of analog circuits. The
veriﬁcation process considers both a circuit description and a set of imposed constraints. A
circuit is deﬁned as a bi-partite graph of nodes and devices. All edges common to a node share a
common potential. In general, voltages are deﬁned as diﬀerences in potential between two nodes.
All voltages are expressed as relative to a single ground (GND) node. The modeled behavior
is time invariant (steady state), hence the circuit state is precisely the set of voltages on all
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circuit nodes. This representation implicitly enforces Kirchoﬀ's voltage law (KVL), requiring
the total voltage drop around a loop to be zero. There are additional constraints on nodes
(enforcing current balance) and on devices which map voltages to currents that must also hold
for a valid circuit model. In general, a circuit may have multiple or even inﬁnite sets of states
that meet all constraints, these states are called 'operating points'. Our interest in veriﬁcation
is to determine exterior bounds on node voltages for which no operating points exist given the
circuit and imposed constraints.
An example analog circuit is shown in Fig. 3.1. In addition to containing the state
of the circuit, nodes also serve connect currents for the devices. In the example circuit VDD,
GND, A, and B are all nodes of interest and interact with at least two devices each. Kirchoﬀ's
current law (KCL) requires that nodes have currents balance into and out of the node. Fig. 3.1's
node A has its currents marked by small arrows. The currents ﬂowing in the direction of these
arrows must sum to 0 for the circuit to represent a physical system. This gives a constraint on
valid circuits  Eq. 3.1.
∀n, n ∈ Nodes
∑
i∈n′s currents
i = 0 (3.1)
Devices are connected to nodes and direct currents between nodes. Fig. 3.1 has four
devices N1, N2, P1,and P2 representing two types of transistors (NMOS & PMOS) as well as
a source device. Fig. 3.2 shows the critical voltages and currents for a ﬁeld eﬀect transistor
(NMOS in this case). In simplest form, FET transistors have a single dominant current ﬂowing
between source (S) and drain (D); The current is a function of two voltages: the diﬀerence
between the gate (G) and the source, and between the drain and the source. For FETs, ignoring
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Figure 3.1: Simple circuit showing nodes (A, B, VDD, GND), devices (transistors p1, p2, n1,
n2 and a voltage supply) and branch currents for node A.
(a) Transistor with model critical voltages
and current marked. V gs is the gate-
source voltage (b) IDS vs VGS , VDS , the characteristic behavior curve for this
transistor.
Figure 3.2: NMOS transistor schematic and characteristic behavior curve
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the inﬂuence of the back , two diﬀerential voltages (Vds, Vgs) determine the current ﬂow (Ids).
While the methodology can fully support models of body bias, for simplicity this was left out
of the models treated here.
Device modeling is a critical part of the process. A fully speciﬁed device in a design
can have a range of diﬀerent behaviors in implementation due to manufacturing variation as
well as aging processes. This work uses a bounded behavior model; such a model is very general
 agnostic to the nature or cause of device variation. The model can be built with test data and
no need for other known physical parameters Fig. 3.4 shows a slice of a transistor model that
can be used for bounded behavior proofs. The model, by deﬁnition, captures the outer bounds
of possible behavior for the device. Bounds that are conservative can still be used without
invalidating the proof, mathematically expressed as Eq 3.2.
flower({nodes}) ≤ idevice ≤ fupper({nodes}) (3.2)
The computed bounds on circuit behavior, as compared to monte-carlo simulation is
depicted in Fig. 3.3 with lines representing computed bounds and points representing simula-
tion. This is a result generated from the circuit shown in Fig. 3.1 over all potential variations
in the FET device models. This simple bound will be used later in the paper to determine
veriﬁable properties of interest to the user. The discrete solver implementation to eﬃciently
and conservatively determine these bounds is discussed below.
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3.3 Mapping to SAT
The veriﬁcation approach uses a simple discrete SAT solver to handle the proof ele-
ments of the procedure. To simplify the translation of constraints, the problem is ﬁrst cast as a
0-1 ILP, also known as Psuedo-Boolean, problem (a known NP complete problem [51]). There
are a number of translation techniques that allow such a problem to be easily re-cast as a SAT
problem [52, 53]. The high quality of existing SAT solvers is what makes them attractive for
practical application. The solver used here is a version of MiniSat+, described in [52], modiﬁed
to take SAT clauses in addition to Pseudo-Boolean constraints.
Node voltages are represented as ﬁxed-point binary numbers stored as an unsigned
magnitude and a sign bit.1 The solver has a single scale factor for all voltages to be represented.
The proof will be invalidated if values that are unrepresentable are needed creating a lower
bound on the scale factor. A scale factor that is larger than needed will require more bits in
representation to achieve the same precision as one that is suﬃcient yet smaller. The single
discrete value of a voltage will be used to represent an entire range of voltages in the continuous
version of the problem. Mathematically, the range of possible values for a representation V
is expressed in Eq.3.3, where n is the number of representation bits. The smallest diﬀerence
between adjacent binary representations is called the Least Signiﬁcant Bit Value or LSB for
short.
voltage ∈ scale factor × (V + [−0.5, 0.5]); V ∈ Bn (3.3)
1Several other representations were explored before choosing this simple one - in particular, the representa-
tion of 2-d dense parameter arrays seemed to call out for alternative representation. Although some progress
was achieved, performance was reduced by the additional complexity of comparison and numerical operation
functions.
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Device currents are handled in a distinct manner from the node voltages. Devices
are speciﬁed by an upper and lower bounding function on currents given voltages. This means
that a binary representation of a current can have exactly one value when mapped back into
continuous space; the model bears the requirement of providing a range of possible values by
providing a lower and upper bound value; this constraint is expressed in Eq. 3.4.
repr(ilower) < ilower ≤ iupper < repr(iupper) (3.4)
The implementation of KCL in the system requires the current into and out of a given
node to balance. This constraint is implemented by taking a sum of all of the currents into and
out of a node and then constraining it to have a small absolute value. Two constraints, Eqs. 3.5
and 3.6, are created to implement this.
inode =
∑
devices
idevice (3.5)
− ε < inode < ε; ε = scale factor ×#currentsnode (3.6)
Eq. 3.5 creates a requirement that each node have a list of currents going into and out
of it. During circuit translation the software keeps such a list while implementing the constraints
due to device models. As a ﬁnal step the currents associated with the nodes are then summed
to create this constraint.
Eq. 3.6 uses a small absolute value to prevent two speciﬁc cases from failing. One case
arises for nodes where devices have no tolerance in their current representations (for example
when the model is built expecting higher resolution than what the solver chooses to use). An-
other case occurs when a scaling factor within the system (eg IA = 2IB) is used and can cause
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a similar problem. Due to the discretization of circuit state and device models, a sum may
have as much as half a bit of error (relative to the underlying model) per device current so an
amount of slop equal to this potential error is allowed. Increasing the solver resolution reduces
this tolerance relative to any absolute value presented, hence the resulting error can be made
arbitrarily small.
The discretization of the state creates subsets of the continuous state space that con-
tain potential operating points of the circuit. The conjunction of the above Pseudo-Boolean
constraints cannot be satisﬁed for any discrete state whose patch does not contain an operating
point. Thus the solver ﬁnds all states in the desired exterior bounds as unsatisﬁable. Bounds
on operation are found by iteratively looking for the largest satisfying value for any voltage of
interest. By construction, these bounds can be determined to any level of accuracy by sim-
ply decreasing the granularity of the discrete space. In practice, FET models derived from
measurements provide sensible limits to increasing accuracy of the analysis.
The circuit introduced in Fig. 3.1 has two nodes that are non-trivial to specify: A
and B. In actual operation the voltage of these nodes is highly dependent on device models.
Validation by simulation gives a set of operating points that is graphed in Fig. 3.3. This ﬁgure
shows a region where the behavior of circuit A is likely to be and a large region where no simu-
lation found operating points. For any interval or value of one parameter, the veriﬁcation above
can quickly ﬁnd upper and lower voltage bounds on the other parameter providing an absolute
limit to potential operating points since one or more circuit constraints must be violated. The
value of this is that circuit properties are complex in general and there is no simple way to
determine the practical bounds on operating regions (i.e. extrema of Monte-Carlo searches).
This technique can ﬁnd such bounds directly.
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Figure 3.3: Map of veriﬁcation results for circuit in Fig.3.1
3.4 Device Models
Device models are the functions used to map nodal voltages into device currents. The
models speciﬁcally map into a range of currents representing the possible upper and lower limits
on device current for a given circuit state. The voltages at the nodes the device is attached to
are the dependent variables in this mapping and the resultant device current is the independent
variable. The device model must obey Eq.3.4 so the solver can correctly operate on the exterior
bounds of circuit operation. The device model creates a solver variable, Idevice, and places
bounds on that variable. The bounds created may or may not be dependent on the voltages at
the devices terminals.
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3.4.1 Linear devices
Linear terms are particularly easy to express in the pseudo-Boolean language making
the modeling of linear devices easy. There are three kinds of linear device modeled in this
work: voltage sources, current sources, and resistors. Each device adds simple constraints to
the system. All three kinds of device have only two terminals. For two terminal devices there
is one voltage of interest; the diﬀerence potential between the two nodes. Since each voltage
number actually represents a range of voltages, this diﬀerence has an associated range of values.
The magnitude of this range is the combined ranges of the two underlying voltages. To limit
error a diﬀerential voltage is not computed directly, instead the software tracks the diﬀerence
and incorporates it algebraically in to subsequent calculations.
3.4.1.1 Current sources
Current sources have a single systemic constraint; they must have a speciﬁed current
ﬂowing through them. This is modeled as two constants, a lower bound on current and an upper
bound on current. This creates a simple device constraint deﬁned in Eq. 3.7. The lower and
upper bound of operation are constants given as part of the deﬁnition of the source.
Ilower−bound ≤ Idevice ≤ Iupper−bound (3.7)
3.4.1.2 Voltage sources
Voltages sources also have add a constraint; they limit the diﬀerence in voltages be-
tween their terminals. The voltage source constraint is in Eq. 3.8. The diﬀerential voltage
value must also be calculated for this constraint to be valid. there are two options for this
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calculation. The ﬁrst is to create a new constraint to express the diﬀerence (Eq. 3.9, where Va
and Vbare the voltages at the two ends of the voltage source). The second option is to re-write
the voltage source constraint as two, more complex single ended constraints (Eq. 3.10). Since
the solver takes only single-ended constraints the trade-oﬀ is between three constraints and two.
The beneﬁt for the 3-constraint system is if multiple devices are in parallel, the value Va − Vb
can be reused between devices and possibly speed up solution. The beneﬁt for the 2-constraint
system is more rapid processing of the constraint library, which is a small bonus for any given
constraint, but can add up to a signiﬁcant part of the computation.
Mathematically, an ideal voltage source can provide inﬁnite current to keep a ﬁxed
voltage between its terminals. The solver must be able to recognize that the current ﬂow
through the device is eﬀectively unbound. The KCL constraint system would assign no current
ﬂowing through a device, unless a current variable and bounds were created for that device.
One option is to add a constraint like that of Eq. 3.11 to the list, where Imax is some value
that is so large that exceeding it represents a computational failure somewhere in the system.
A second option is to identify nodes with ideal voltage sources attached, and remove the KCL
constraints for that node; that is allow each device to sink or source any amount of current to
that node, knowing that the voltage supply will accommodate any diﬀerence.
Vlower−bound ≤ Vdiff ≤ Vupper−bound (3.8)
Vdiff = Va − Vb (3.9)
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Va − Vb − Vlower−bound ≥ 0
Vupper−bound − Va + Vb ≥ 0
(3.10)
− Imax ≤ Idevice ≤ Imax (3.11)
3.4.1.3 Resistors
Resistors have a current that is proportional to the voltage diﬀerence between their two
terminals. Like the current source they add a relation to current but now the upper and lower
bounds are dependent on the terminal voltages. The resistor is speciﬁed as having a minimal
and maximal resistance Rmin and Rmax respectively. The diﬀerence in terminal voltage is
computed as in Eq. 3.9, one of the options for solving a for a voltage source. The resistor
model is implemented with upper and lower bounds on the resistance value setting upper and
lower bounds on the device current, as described in Eq. 3.12. The utility of having a speciﬁc
calculated diﬀerential voltage for resistances is that there is one variable that can be scaled twice
for the two bounds.
Rmin × Vdiff ≤ Idevice ≤ Rmax × Vdiff (3.12)
3.4.2 Non-linear devices
There is one type of non-linear device of interest for this work: the transistor. Mapping
non-linear devices in 0-1 ILP requires multiple linear constraints to create a non-linear one. Due
to the nature of 0-1 ILP (and ILP in general) polytopes are easy to express; the models used are
expressed as a union of polytopes. While the solver can understand models of this generality,
eﬃciently creating them is diﬃcult. On the other hand, generating meshes with bounded error
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Figure 3.4: Transistor model, showing natural gutter of acceptable behavior and conservative
discrete union of polytopes model
has a number of heuristics [54, 55]. For simplicity, this work chooses all edges to be parallel to
one of the variables deﬁning the space. Because of the underlying SAT solver used, the union
is written as a series of constraint cubes, one of which must be obeyed. This can be visualized
in the model shown in Fig. 3.4. This ﬁgure shows the continuous space boundaries of behavior
and the step like polytope approximation.
Models of this type have proven useful in other applications. For example, sub-division
of continuous space is a useful method for solving for time domain transitions[56, 45]. Piece-wise
transistor models have also been used to make computation easier in simulators[57]. Union of
polygons was also used in the interval based solver in [40]
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3.4.2.1 Spice/Monte-Carlo Extraction based models
The ﬁrst set of transistor models were based on an underlying data set created by
Monte-Carlo simulation preformed in spice. These models are based on a .13µ Technology. The
bounding region was determined by the central 99.9% of 30,000 Monte-Carlo runs performed
in spice (±3σ variance, 97% conﬁdence). The monte-carlo runs took approximately 15 minutes
of computer time to execute and a further minute or so to reduce to an acceptable model. A
number of models were built from this data set. The main PMOS and NMOS models were
created with 50mV resolution in Vgs and Vds and a 100nA resolution in Ids. This yielded
models that consists of 230 and 188 cubes in Vgs,Vds,I. A version limited to 40 cubes in each
using a 150mV step was also created for faster approximations. Another much higher resolution
model set with more than 10,000 cubes per transistor was created for scalability testing. This
more accurate model required much more data; it was built with an expanded 100,000 point
run, and still had insuﬃcient data in some scattered regions. The high cube count model could
be improved with a larger data set as many cubes were needed to cover model irregularities.
3.4.2.2 ASU PTM Corner-case transistor curve based model set
The models generated for the examples in this section were created form the ASU
PTM models from their nano-spice tool. 3σcorner models were downloaded for the 130nm
process node and considered the outside bounds of operation for the transistors in question.
The devices were crafted with 5% variation in Leff and 15mV in Vth variation. These models
were subdivided using regular steps then these regions were merged as to maintain an error less
than a given threshold a model using 20mV steps in VGS and VDS and 2% accuracy in IDS .
This gives a model with approximately 2,000 cubes for each of NMOS and PMOS. Because of
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Table 3.1: Table of models. The amp.sp test has 14 transistors and ﬁnds 8 bounds and is
discussed more fully in Sec. 3.5.2
Source Monte #1 Monte#2 ASU PTM
Vgs steps 125mV 50mV 20mV
Vds steps 375mV Acc. Dependent
Idev accuracy Fixed Vds 10% 2%
NMOS cubes 40 188 1936
PMOS cubes 40 230 1936
Runtime (amp.sp) 1.7s 16.2s 397s
#Vars 4402 21062 190210
#Constraints 5090 26510 243986
the smooth and simple nature of the PTM model re-casting these models is easy by comparison
to the Monte-Carlo method.
3.4.3 Model impacts on problem complexity
The design of optimal models is beyond the scope of this work but remains important.
A device model is needed for each device in the circuit. Clauses that represent the model are
added to the constraint set for each device instance that uses that model. Thus the SAT problem
complexity will roughly grow linearly with the number of polytopes used in the device models.
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3.5 Applied cases
3.5.1 Resistor divider  output voltage
The resistor divider is a very basic case to test some of the concepts of the system. As
a basic test a divider is constructed using two resistors each 1kΩ± 5% with a voltage source of
1.5V. The solver is asked to ﬁnd the minimum and maximum exterior bounds for the possible
values of the output voltage. For this example case the solver quickly gives the answer: the
output value is bound on the upper side by 0.7875V and the lower side by 0.7125V. Due to
the ﬁnite nature of the solver these values will be rounded to the nearest least signiﬁcant bit
of the representation. The maximum value is rounded up and the minimum is rounded down
because the exterior bound is being discovered, if the actual bound cannot be represented a
safer approximation is used.
3.5.2 Diﬀerential ampliﬁer  minimum bais to support drive current
The diﬀerential ampliﬁer test is a more complicated case. The circuit shown in ﬁg-
ure3.5 is translated into a spice ﬁle along with some designer constraints. ﬁrst a output drive
requirement:|V (on) − V (op)| < .05; Iload(on, op) = 50µA. Next a limit on the required input
to create that drive:|V (ia)− V (ib)| < .1. Finally a restriction that the answer must be close to
centered relative to the supply:.45× V (vdd) < V (ia) < .55× V (vdd)
The more complex constraints added allow for setting up the exterior conditions on
the ampliﬁer. In this case the delivered current is 50µA and the inputs are within 5% of the
mid-way point between the power rails and are oﬀset less than .1v. The bias voltages deemed
viable are the ranges of bias voltages that allow the circuit to meet the speciﬁcation given the
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Figure 3.5: Diﬀerential ampliﬁer with multiple bias points
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Figure 3.6: Time to solve for 4 bias voltages of circuit from Fig. 3.5 vs number of bits used
to represent a voltage or current. Run-time scales linearly with resolution; scales as the log of
representational precision
established conditions. As a consequence, a set of bounds discovered for the pbias signal implies
that there is no working circuit, even with device variation, with a pbias outside of that range.
Given the higher transistor complexity of this ampliﬁer, it is useful study how precision,
as dictated by the number of bits used in the numeric relationships, impacts operational speed
of the solver. Fig. 3.6 shows the time dependence of solution on number of bits used in the
representation. The growth in computation time has an approximately linear relationship with
the number of representation bits used. An approximate ﬁt to the measured run-time VS
variable size data is shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.7: SRAM cell. This cell is used for the characterization exercise. For this exercise all
NMOS are sized equally, and all PMOS are sized equally.
3.5.3 SRAM characterization
SRAM cells, due to the large number that are produced, are a common area of study
for failure. Because of the multiple operating states of an SRAM cell there are steps to analysis,
so that individual states can be isolated and studied. Additional constraints are added to the
system to cut the space into cases. One case will be established to discover bounds on the
metastable region, and another is constructed to ﬁnd the bounds of the stable states.
3.5.3.1 Meta-stable region
The ﬁrst operating point of the SRAM cell that we can discover is the region where
the meta-stable point exists. The meta-stable region is the region where there is neither strong
drive out of the region, nor any attraction to the region. If we assume that for a given cell there
is reasonable transistor matching there is an easy condition for meta-stability: when the two
storage voltages are equal (sa and sb in the schematic in Fig 3.7). The additional constraint is
written formally as V (sa) = V (sb).
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of SRAM array test. 10 SRAM cells used as part of this test
With the models described above the solver determines that this meta-stable state is
bounded within the region of .6v ≤ sa, sb ≤ .8v
3.5.3.2 Stable state
The next operating mode of the cell to be considered is the behavior when the cell
stores a value. In this case one of the voltage storage nodes is above the other. Due to the
nature of the transistor models used the meta stable region can also satisfy this requirement,
so the answer requires the exclusion of the meta stable region. Due to the symmetry of the
problem the constraint V (sa) > .8 ; V (sb) < .6 is suﬃcient for this exclusion
The results of this run indicate that 1.4v ≤ sa ≤ 1.5v and 0v ≤ sb ≤ .1v. This means
that the high storage value can be as low as 1.4v and the low storage voltage can be as high as
.1v given the model and other circuit assumptions
3.5.4 SRAM array
The SRAM array test consists of an array of SRAM cells connected by a power network
that has resistive elements, and hence a voltage drop that is state dependent. The cells used
are the same as the cells from Sec. 3.5.3; from that analysis the voltage required to force the
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cells out of the meta stable region is known (not between .6V&.8V when the supply is 1.5V).
The network topology used is shown in Fig. 3.8. The successive drops mean that each cell
is operating at a diﬀerent voltage than the other cells. This directly aﬀects the behavior of
adjacent cells. The array test seeks to verify the properties of an SRAM cell that is the 10th in
the chain. The test thus has 20 NMOS transistors, 20 PMOS transistors and 10 resistors with
non-trivial relation to the result.
The test exercises the limits of the ability of the solver. With the medium complexity
transistor model the problem contains 75k Pseudo Boolean constraints. The run takes approx-
imately 20 minutes to verify that, for the last cell, the voltage drop is signiﬁcant enough that
the ﬁnal SRAM cell is incapable of reliably storing a bit (the model predicts that cells that
will always store one value or another are possible outcomes). This is consistent with the single
cell test since the voltage droop is approximated to be down to .9v in worst case, allowing the
lower edge of meta-stable to crash into the low-stable state. Although a sizable use of time, this
veriﬁcation is fundamentally a proof. In current design practice, enormous amounts of com-
puting resources are spent on Monte-Carlo validation of memory designs. There are stories of
entire ﬂoors of some well-known silicon processor houses having audible noise increase as every
unassigned CPU is tasked with such modeling on closing time.
3.6 Application to pulse circuits
Developing an asynchronous pulse logic circuit, like the development of any ordered log-
ical construction, beneﬁts from using a characterized cell set. The circuit's systemic description
hinges on the knowledge of critical pulse sensitivity, maximum pulse rates, and characteristic
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pulse widths. A key application of SAT-based circuit analysis is to determine some of the bounds
on behavior for the triggering and resetting actions of a pulse gate.
Figure 3.9 is repeated from 2.5; this gate will serve as the model for analyzing behavior
within the cell set. Steady-state analysis of this gate cannot give all of the critical timing
behaviors, but it can give insight into the bounds of intended operation, and entry into a meta-
stable, poor performing state. The analysis will break into to operations, one where transistor
A is active, the reset operation of the circuit; an the other where transistor B is active, the
triggering action of the circuit. For the analysis here the worst-case gate (a 2-of-3 consensus
voter experiencing a disagreement on its inputs) will be assumed for the pull-down network.
3.6.1 Minimum input voltage
The minimum voltage for an incoming pulse is the minimum voltage guaranteed to
not cause a meta-stable state within the gate. Any pulse that cannot attain this voltage cannot
trigger the gate under any circumstances. Meta stability is determined by taking the version of
the gate in its pull down (B-Active) format and determining the minimum voltage at the input
that can ﬁght the keeper circuit out of the meta-stable region.
The ﬁrst step is deﬁning the meta-stable region. This is the region of values at the
critical node that have an indeterminate current drive. For this analysis, ±35µAµm ·nmos width was
the current used; it is roughly 5% of maximum drive, and one of the largest current magnitudes
that correlates to a input voltage that does not explicitly dictate the sign of output current. The
SAT analysis suggests the region of voltages between .55V and .85V (rounded to the nearest
50mV) at the critical node should be considered meta-stable for the gate. A pull-down network
must pull the gate below .55v for proper (deterministic) operation. In practice gate timing will
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Figure 3.9: Drawing of a P-Gate. This gate is used to determine the characteristics of pulses
within a gate cell set for construction of asynchronous pulse logic. By symmetry we will assume
that events A and B will perform in the same manner given similar pull-down networks. Tran-
sistor A and Transistor B will be driven separately to analyze the circuit in reset and trigger
operations
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Table 3.2: Minimum pulse voltage to avoid meta-stability
Keeper rel. strength
Pull-down network 14
1
2
Just an Event 0.6V min. 0.8V min.
Event + 1 Data 0.6V min. 1.0V min.
Event + 2 Data 0.6V min. 1.1V min.
Event + 3 Data 0.6V min. 1.2V min.
Event + Vote(all in agreement) 0.6V min. 0.8V min.
be poor with a marginal pull-down; instead this internal voltage will indicate a threshold for
detection in the internal node of the circuit.
The voltages used to describe cell behavior are the voltages presented to the front-end
of the cell rather than the critical node voltage. Knowing the voltage needed to trigger the cell
allows the derivation of the required pulse voltage to achieve this value. Using the critical node
voltages from the 1st run; we use the solver to search for the minimum input voltage that will
pull past the meta-stable threshold (.55v in this case). For a pull-down network that includes
a single event and a 2-of-3 voter the resulting minimum event voltage is 1.1v in worst case,
while it is 0.8V when all three inputs are in agreement. Table 3.2 shows a number of minimum
pulse heights given pull-down networks. When the keeper strength is reduced; the minimum
pull-down voltages for the tested networks all reduce to 0.6V. A small keeper is thus important
if the gates are to be triggered easily and reliably.
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Implementation and Circuit
Characterization
The development of a asynchronous pulse circuit requires a number of circuit compo-
nents. As discussed in Chapter 2, there are a number of timing features of a cell that need to
be characterized for the veriﬁcation procedure. Here, speciﬁc decisions about wire size, current
drive and transistor size are justiﬁed for radiation environments.
4.1 Optimal Wire Width and The Utility Metric
Full custom design gives a designer a large amount of freedom in wire width and
spacing. Minimal wire delay tends to imply very wide wires  an intuitively impractical solution.
Utility, the data rate per unit of wiring space used, is oﬀered as an alternative metric. This
metric maximizes the amount of data a given width of wire track can carry. As an added bonus
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Figure 4.1: Critical Dimensions of On-Chip Wiring
most of the analysis is based on geometric arguments; process scaling does not change the basic
trade-oﬀ.
Optimizing routing decisions based on this metric can lead to systems that can commu-
nicate upwards of 50% more data per second for a given width of routing track when compared to
systems that use minimum wire size. Furthermore the optimal results presented are of practical
scale, recommending trace widths and spacing slightly larger than conductive ﬁlm thickness.
4.1.1 Wire Width and Spacing for Maximum Utility
Interconnect wires in an integrated circuit are a known limiting factor in the rate at
which data can be moved on-die[30, 58]. Fine scaling of ICs has given small, high-resistance
wires without a similar reduction in capacitance, leading to higher wire time-constants[30, 58].
In fact, wire bandwidth is known to be limited by the ratio of the wire size to its length even
if resistive loss is not the dominant limiting factor [59]. In the case of custom ASICs, once the
process is decided a designer has limited options for making larger cross-section wires; the ﬁlm
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thickness from which the wires are etched is set by the foundry, though usually a few options
are made available.
Maximum utility of a portion of a metal wiring level occurs when the most data can
be moved through that area. Given that the levels of metal wiring and dielectric are constant
for a given process, the ﬁgure of merit for metal utility (in the context of data motion) is
Number of Bits
T ime ·TotalWidth . Finely dividing the available metal into a wide bus will both allow a large
number of bits in parallel, and increase the total delay of each wire as capacitance of the
structure increases due to the added inter-wire capacitance and resistance increases due to the
loss of metal to the dielectric used to subdivide. Using the formulas from [60] to approximate
wiring capacitance, and a resistance of ρ·lengthW ·T we can estimate the maximum utility values for
S and W given ﬁxed T and H. Assuming the permittivity of the dielectric and the resistivity of
the conductive ﬁlm are independent of geometry, optimal values can be found independent of
these constants.
4.1.2 Delay Based Metric
Link design, like many engineering problems, attempts to minimize the worst-case
operating condition. In this case the total delay of the link in its worst-case is the cost function.
Worst case delay occurs when adjacent wires are switching simultaneously and in the opposite
direction causing the eﬀective coupling capacitance to double. The total eﬀective capacitance
in this case is 4 ·Ccouple+Caf . The number of bits in a bus per unit width is 1W+S and the time
constant is R ·C = ρ·lengthW ·T · (4 ·Ccouple +Caf ) giving the FOM in eq 4.1. Taking the case where
T = H the optimal values (solved numerically) are : S = 1.273 · T and W = 1.844 · T ; ﬁgure
4.2 shows the relative cost near the optimal point.
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Figure 4.2: Relative cost (inverse utility) of diﬀerent wire widths and spacing for the case where
metal ﬁlm thickness is equal to dielectric layer height
1
ρ·length
W ·T · (4 · Ccouple + Caf ) · (W + S)
(4.1)
4.1.3 Jitter Based Metric
Not all link technologies are limited by their total propagation delay. In a link it
is common to use a strategy where the skew, or average time of ﬂight, between the sending
and receiving sides of a link is both known and compensated for. If a circuit exists that can
predict when a new piece of data arrives, multiple pieces of data can be in transit between the
transmitter and receiver of a circuit. The speed in this condition is limited by the capacity of
the circuit to predict that time of ﬂight. When considering the coupling capacitance alone as
the source of this jitter, another metric for width and spacing can be developed. As in the total
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delay metric, the worst case coupling sees 4 · Ccouple as the side coupling capacitance. In the
best case delay time, none of this capacitance is apparent. The diﬀerence in these two cases is
thus the 4 · Ccouple giving a cost function of
ρ · length
W · T · 4 · Ccouple · (W + S)
This Cost function does not have a minimum unlike the total delay cost function. This
means that any jitter soultion must take the exact environment into account, so that power
coupling noise, and the costs of adding extra buﬀers can properly factor into the wire spacing
solution
4.1.4 Optimal Utility - Big Picture
The optimal utility metric is a useful way to determine appropriate resource allocation.
Selecting wire sizes guided by utility will lead to solutions that have the narrowest wiring tracks
for the relative required throughput desirable both in terms of cost of chip manufacture and
the reduced routing distance wires orthogonal to the optimized tracks will require to bypass the
optimized section.
4.2 Radiation Damage Modeling for Cell Characterization
Damage modeling is a critical part of properly characterizing cells for use in a radiation
environment. The 130nm process used to construct the circuits discussed here has been well
studied, as it is the same, or at least very similar, to the one studied in [20] and used to construct
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Figure 4.3: Electrical equivalent model for a radiation damaged FET. Key damage modeling
includes the increased leakage primarily due to charge trapping on the sides of the FET, and
voltage threshold shift due to damage to the main oxide layer.
circuits for projects at CERN. Creating correct worst-case timing models requires a means of
incorporating damage.
Figure 4.3 Shows the electrical equivalent model used to adapt a foundry deﬁnition of
a FET to the post-radiation damaged version. The key threshold shift and leakage channels
are shown. The side leakage is modeled as a resistor instead of a current source, as there is
evidence that lower VDS leads to lower leakage, and a resistor is a reasonable model of this
voltage dependence. Additionally shown in Figure 4.3 is the reduction in body conductivity
which is expected to rise during radiation, and increase the transistor's sensitivity to substrate
noise.
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4.2.1 Gate Threshold Shift
The threshold voltage of MOSFET is a key parameter in FET models describes the
voltage at which a charge inversion occurs in the channel and marks the onset of channel conduc-
tion. There are numerous methods of extracting this value from physical transistors, correlating
to the diﬀerent impacts the value can have on any given model[61]. Pulse asynchronous circuits
are full-swing circuits, where event timing is critical; the eﬀective shift in threshold is the one
that helps determine decision voltages in the circuit. This means that the modeled threshold
shift should make the overall FET model match roughly around VDS >
VDD
2 and VGS ≈ VDD2 ,
and consider a ﬁt over a range, rather than a best match at a point.
Predicting behavior in an insuﬃciently studied process requires some reasonable and
bounded guesses. One of the most important factors in using FETs in High-dose environments
is the fact that there is a upper bound in damage to an oxide, and this upper bound is mediated
by the oxide layer's thickness [62]. At the scales of readily available CMOS processes, ﬁeld
eﬀect transistors can have a single worst-case-damage model, rather one that takes into account
the extent of total environmental radiation. Additionally very thin oxides, on the scale of gate
oxides, are much harder to damage than thick ones [11, 63] making core transistor channels
relatively resilient. There still remains the issue of the eﬀects of channel sides (STI processes)
which will impact the core channel threshold and leakage characteristics[20, 64, 65]. From
these charted impacts we can extrapolate the rough change in threshold voltage due to trapped
charges. In the case of wide transistors in the 130nm process node, this value appears to be
roughly 25mV , and wide for this purpose appears to be roughly channel width 10 times greater
than channel length.
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4.2.2 Leakage channel
The parallel leakage is modeled with a resistor, as shown in ﬁgure 4.3. A current source
would also be a logical choice for modeling this leakage, as it represents a parasitic FET channel
that has been turned on by trapped charge. The choice of a resistor here is for pragmatic reasons;
any model physical or non physical can be ﬁtted to at least some region of operation, and in
this case the resistor can be ﬁt reasonably well. The resistor is taken to be a size such that the
current through it closely follows the leakage current within the operating region of interest,
the VDS >
VDD
2 and VGS ≈ VDD2 case of approximate switching conditions for characterizing
full-swing logic. The pragmatic value to the resistance is that under simulation resistors have
stable behavior, unlike a dependent source, there is no error in ﬁtting, barring a negative value,
that can cause this leakage mechanism to appear as a power source. Additionally resistor models
tend to be easy for most simulation platforms to handle mathematically.
The determination of the leakage channel value is ﬁtted to account for the current that
is not already accommodated in the Vth shift model (Section 4.2.1). The goal of the damaged
FET model is to track worst-case conditions, even if maximum leakage occurs at a diﬀerent dose
than maximum threshold shift; the leakage resistor must model the additional current relative
to the damaged shift value to create the damaged corner transistor model. This will be later
reconciled by using Monte-carlo simulation that takes into account a radiation dose factor, and
when these values reach their peak relative to total dose. To match the currents measured in
the 130nm process [20, 66], a 300KΩ resistor was used in the model. This size is somewhat too
aggressive to match the actual process leakage, but lead to more conservative choices regarding
compensating extra current.
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4.3 Electronics for radiation test
Radiation testing was enabled by creating a number of specialized components that,
while ill suited for production, aided in performing practical test. Two components in particular,
the upset hardened current source, and the radiation monitoring ring oscillator, were key in
conducting the ﬁrst radiation characterization detailed in Chapter 6.1
4.3.1 Upset Hardened Current Source
Traditionally, analog circuits require bias generators and reference circuits to provide
the nominal operating conditions for the circuit. Since reference circuits establish bias conditions
for many circuits, faults at a bias generator become faults for a larger portion of the circuit.
Radiation induced upset is of particular concern for analog/mixed signal components
for two reasons. First, unlike a digital system that can easily remove voltage noise that does
not corrupt data, a continuous voltage, or small swing circuit can easily be corrupted by extra
charge appearing at a node. Second, since the system uses continuous voltages it is likely that
there are many constituent transistors that are not at their full on or full oﬀ conﬁguration,
leading to a limited drive strength to bring the system back toward correct operation.
The ﬁrst circuit investigated to help with analog operations in an upset environment
is the current source shown in Figure 4.4. This current source is closely related to a peaking
current source, with a very simple cascode provided to the lowest current transistor. The goal of
this added cascode transistor was to enable high current densities within the transistors, across
the circuit. High current density enables a rapid recovery from upset. The high current density
additionally reduces variation and sensitivity to radiation damage.
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Figure 4.4: Upset hardened current source used for the ﬁrst round of radiation test.
The relative sizing of transistors within the current source was optimized based on
simulated performance. Monte Carlo simulation was used to capture the statistical distribution
of the circuit behavior. This allows the projection of behavior over variation. A gradient decent
optimizer was used to carry out this optimization. At each iteration the circuit was simulated
with the given transistor sizes as well as an additional simulation for each transistor in the
circuit. this additional simulation models the behavior with a small change in transistor size for
the given transistor. The gradient with respect to size can be approximated by calculating the
ratio between cost function and transistor size. The algorithm then adjusts the relative sizes of
transistors and repeats.
Figure 4.5 shows the relative variation for simulated current in current sources over
radiation. Transistors were grouped into ratios to better match the layout styles likely to be
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Figure 4.5: Current source variation vs relative sizing. This curve demonstrates that there is an
ideal point in the relative sizing of two transistors. Many of the optimization operations were
expressed in relative sizes of groups of transistors so that the resulting parameters matched
designer expectations, and common needs for layout matching.
used in construction. In the case shown in ﬁgure 4.5, the curve is relatively shallow, but a 10%
improvement in variation can be had by using the optimized version.
Upset in current sources is a more diﬃcult problem, as the natural solution is to make
as large and powerful of a circuit as possible thus overcoming any injected current. A practical
design must also consider the trade-oﬀ in resources spent and advantage received. Thus a
qualiﬁer of recovery time for a ﬁxed area allocation was used. Theoretically alternate qualiﬁers
could be used such as
τupset×σref current
area×ref current would incorporate both variation and recovery qualiﬁers
presented here. Figure 4.6 shows the diﬀerence between a circuit not optimized for upset, and
one that was. In this case upset times were reduced by a factor of at least 5.
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(a) Circuit not optimized for recovery time. Recovery
time exceeds 5ns
(b) Circuit optimized for recovery time. Recovery takes
between 1ns and 2ns
Figure 4.6: Simulations of bias circuit recovery from radiation induced upset. Altering the sizing
of transistors in the bias circuit changes the upset induced behavior.
The circuit presented here does have a ﬂaw in its construction: it is highly temperature
sensitive. The optimization was carried out assuming a constant die temperature of 70◦C. In
a cooled detector the structure would not function as expected. Since the circuits were used in
practice in room temperature test, this error was never corrected.
4.3.2 Radiation monitoring ring oscillator
A custom built 27 stage ring oscillator was constructed and tested for the purpose
of characterizing the behavior of logic in the 130nm process under radiation. A single stage
of this oscillator is shown in Figure 4.7. The shown oscillator is designed such that the speed
of the oscillator is determined by a radiation-compensated pull-down and a radiation sensitive
pull-up. It is speculated, based on data from [20] that PMOS slow down is a greater challenge
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Figure 4.7: A single stage of the radiation test ring oscillator. Delay stage is compensated for
drift in NMOS current, but not in PMOS current. Preliminary research determined that PMOS
damage was more likely to cause slow circuit operation; this circuit allows the quantiﬁcation of
the slowdown.
for system timing, than NMOS speed-up. Since the structure of the oscillator is compensated
on the NMOS side, testing will primarily indicate the slow-down due to degradation of PMOS
transistors. Additionally the structure shown is sensitive to variation in voltage. This sensitivity
allows more test operation, as the core voltage for the chip can be varied to test the oscillator.
The downside of these sensitivities is that the oscillator cannot be reused in a non-test oriented
application.
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5.1 Architecture
Overall, the link is intended to behave like the familiar asynchronous FIFO (ﬁrst-in-
ﬁrst-out) buﬀer. This style of design was chosen to simplify system integration and use as IP
in larger designs for use in physics experiments. The design must survive very high levels of
radiation, both SEU/SEE (transient soft upsets) and TID (aging and insulation charging as
well as lattice damage and doping eﬀects from induced traps). These eﬀects are mitigated by
a number of techniques including TMR (modular redundancy of I/O and state information),
replication of function, temporal redundancy and device segmentation. As always, mitigation
comes at a cost in power, area and system performance. Design choices were made to be as
conservative as possible while still meeting design constraints. The high intended performance
of the link forced many of these decisions.
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Figure 5.1: Interface of the transmitter and receiver. The interfaces on both sides have slow
clock and data buses (all triplicated) as well as an asynchronous reset
5.1.1 System interface
On both the transmit and receive interfaces, the system presents a 8-bit data bus, a
clock, and a reset line. All of these signals are presented in triplicate to meet the redundancy
requirement. On the receive side, the data bus and signal dubbed clock are both outputs with
the clock being the strobe recovered from the data stream. On the transmit side, the strobe and
data bus are both inputs to the system again triplicated to meet the redundancy requirement.
On both sides, the reset signal is an input and also triple redundant. The reset signal is used to
put the transmitter and receiver into a known state at boot-up or in the event that a higher-level
system catches an error. This system interface is described in ﬁgure 5.1.
5.1.2 Implementation of Triplication
Soft-errors are of a large concern for fast, small systems in radiation environments. In
particular, for the 130nm process, single latches are known to be vulnerable to upset. Multiplicity
is one of the few ways of storing information that reduces upset risk[67]. Because of this we
incorporated triplication of information into the way our design works. This meets the multiple
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redundancy requirements of our interface as well as hardening against upset. Figure 5.2 shows
our majority logic protecting information at both ends of our system input and output of each
of the serializer and deserializer blocks.
5.1.3 Clock and Reset Triplication
In this system all signals are triplicated including clock/strobe and the asynchronous
reset. This means that voting on clock and asynchronous reset occurs within the system. Such
voting may give many designers pause, due, in part, to concerns with adding logic to timing
critical paths. Key to allowing both a voted high-speed data stream, and enabling triplicated,
timing critical systems was the implementation of a glitch-free, fast voter. This voter consisted
of a 2-2-2 AOI gate followed by an inverter wired to be a voter, as seen in Fig. 5.3. By using
this same gate on all external signals, there is little issue of skew, since each data line, as well
as each clock line, should see similar delay under normal operation. When one of the three lines
disagrees with the other two, the worst case forward propagation is seen for the voter; simulation
projected no more than 25ps of skew during a disagreement amongst the triplicated lines. This
limited skew was achieved in part by the relative sizing between the AOI gate and the inverter.
5.2 Encoding
The link encoding is a two-wire encoding, where transits are allowed on only one wire
at a time. A pulse on one wire is one combined data/timing symbol and a pulse on the other wire
is another symbol. There is a '1' wire and a '0' wire; a pulse on the '1' wire indicates the arrival
of a 1 bit; a pulse on the zero wire indicates the arrival of a 0 bit. This encoding makes the
decoding state-machine very easy to construct, as well as making link signalling pre-emphasis an
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Figure 5.2: Triplicated transmit and receive units. Majority voters used at both the inputs and
outputs of each of the Serializer and Deserializer so that all memory is protected.
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Figure 5.3: 2 of 3 voter topology used extensively in this implementation. This topology has a
high level of predictability in terms of propagation delay, achieved by having control over the
ratio between the ﬁrst gate and second, lightly loading the signal with timing variance. Addi-
tionally this topology is not subject to glitching as there is no skew amongst signals internally.
By using this block, voting on timing-critical signals is enabled.
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(a) Idealized pulse stream showing 1-wire and 0-wire
(b) Simulated pulse stream; blue pluses are for the 1 line, gray for the 0 line
Figure 5.4: An example pulse-stream. Both 1 and 0 lines shown. These pulses encode 1011
0010 in two 4-bit nibbles. In the constructed circuit, the serializer sends 4 pulses per clock edge.
This allows clock recovery to be a simple state-machine that toggles once for every 4 pulses.
easy task. Figure 5.4 shows the encoding. This encoding has been studied before for high-speed
links; a skew compensation circuit was described in[28]. There was also an exploration of such
signaling for fast buses in FPGAs in [7]. Both works were inspired by the use pulse surﬁng
based pipelines described in[6]. This encoding has the advantage of easy clock recovery, similar
to Data/Strobe encoding used in SpaceWire[68, 69]
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5.2.1 Timing constraints for pulse encoding
The pulse system is created from the asynchronous self-resetting domino logic gates
described earlier. [6, 4, 28]. While the transmit ampliﬁer and receive ampliﬁer are built with
native pulse circuits, the whole system interfaces with normal logic, leaving the rest of the blocks
to handle the interface between a pulsed system and one without.
The ﬁrst set of constraints to consider are the practical ones of deﬁning a pulsed inter-
face. Each pulse must be both detectable and distinguishable from the next one. Detectability
and distinguish-ability setup requirements on pulse width and pulse spacing. The minimum
pulse space is set-up by the time it takes the detector to reset it self. While this delay is
detector-dependent, the minimum detector delay can be roughly approximated as 3 inverter
delays, as the fastest possible detector will need two inverters and a reset transistor in its feed-
back path. Pulse to pulse spacing that is less than this delay will result in reduced detectability.
Speciﬁcally pulses that have less than this requisite quite time before arriving will have a portion
of the pulse ignored due to a on-going a reset from the previous pulse. During the design phase,
detectors with intrinsic reset times on the order of 80 picoseconds worst-case were realizable in
the selected 130nm process.
The issue of pulse width is a more diﬃcult one to specify, as larger pulse-heights
translate into easier detectability, as well as wider pulse widths. If large pulse amplitudes are
acceptable, other limitations come into consideration. The packaging and transmission medium
thus also play a critical role in setting minimal acceptable pulse width. This pulse system
targeted the QFN packaging system, since it is both inexpensive and high-performance. The
draw-back of QFN, from a performance point of view, is that it uses bond-wires for signaling,
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limiting the available bandwidth for signaling.1 Within the conﬁnes of this package, rise and fall
times faster than 40ps were diﬃcult to achieve within a reasonable power budget and layout.
Thus the transmitting pulse width was set to be above 80ps, with an amplitude set to allow
for detection of an attenuated and noisy signal. In cases where package-limited speed was not
required, longer pulse times could be used, with a voltage vs. detectability trade-oﬀ that results
in lower operating voltage.
5.2.2 Transmission Medium Considerations
The pulse encoding system, when compared to a traditional DC-balanced diﬀerential
encoding, has additional requirements on the transmission medium. Like true diﬀerential en-
coding, this pulse encoding requires two wires but the system does not naively operate on a
diﬀerential pair. The system in present form is implemented as two wires that are both ground-
referenced. There are a number of consequences to this signaling that are less of a concern with
traditional diﬀerential encoding. The design terminates both lines to ground, which means that
in operation all of the current is sourced at the transmitter and sunk at the receiver. This mo-
tion of current could conceivably cause an issue for sensitive power grids, additionally requiring
a solid connection from ground on the transmitter to ground on the receiver. The advantage
of ground termination is that without a voltage reference supply two important features can be
implemented: ﬁrst that there is no power dissipated in the termination and second that a very
compact and simple termination scheme can be implemented on chip.
1The issue here is inductive eﬀects on the bond wires which run about 1nH/mm. An alternative packaging
strategy with much lower inductance and potentially higher performance is bump bonding. We chose the wire
bond system to lower the cost and lead time of prototypes as well as the cost of test equipment.
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The pulse signaling system can be used on common shielded twisted pair (STP) cables
despite the diﬀerences between pulse encoding and traditional diﬀerential signaling. The adapta-
tion for pulse encoding would require a termination scheme that matched both the single-ended
and diﬀerential modes for the cable. With the existing designs that could be achieved by adding
a single resistor between the two signal lines. This simple modiﬁcation serves to help reduce
noise on the line, since the diﬀerential mode in a shielded twisted pair line has lower impedance
than twice the common mode, which is the case that the receiving ampliﬁers are designed for.
By designing for the case where each wire was independently shielded, both applications could
be targeted with the simple addition of a single resistor.
5.3 Link Latency
In the presented system, propagation delay is kept to a minimum. This reduction
in delay is one consequence of the design decision to keep the link simple. The serializer and
deserializer are designed to use a minimum of time to send and receive data. Both serializer
and deserializer use half of a cycle of the word level clock to buﬀer incoming and out-going data
respectively. The data is re-timed on the interfaces of the serializer and deserializer to buﬀer
external timing concerns from internal timing. This extra buﬀering takes a full cycle, 1.6ns
for buﬀers. The serialization and deserialization process is designed to take almost all of the
word-level clock cycle at maximum rate. The ﬁrst bit exits the serializer within 200ps of the
start of the serialization procedure. Due to the design of the serializer the time for the ﬁrst
bit to exit is tied to the rate at which the serializer can operate. Even though this delay time
is process and damage dependent, this margin is predicted to be held. This means that the
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serializer adds .2ns. The deserializer consists of a multiplexer and a buﬀer that ﬁlls during the
cycle. This architecture gives a few hundred picoseconds of propagation through the receive
ampliﬁers. In speciﬁc stack has three levels of circuits that have a forward propagation limit of
120ps in a working 5Gbps system. Thus these stages take .36ns in worst case. The buﬀer takes
a full cycle to ﬁll by deﬁnition, thus a buﬀer meeting spec will add 1.6ns of delay. This gives a
whole system delay of:
Time of F light + 3.76ns
5.4 Design
Both the serializer and deserializer work on the concept of a cascade of cells that
activate each-other in sequence. For short bursts, the serializer will operate as fast as the
individual cells can ﬁre, slowing down to match the data rate of the transmit clock. This slow-
down occurs on each clock edge, giving the characteristic bunching of the transmitted pulses.
The Deserializer takes advantage of these gaps, ﬁtting the recovered clock edges into these spaces.
While a clock is used for this example interface, an alternative asynchronous hand-shaking can
be used at the ends for a full asynchronous FIFO interface. Given the design of the system, the
maximum clock rate at transmit is set not only by the maximum rate that the transmitter can
support but also the maximum rate the receiver can support.
5.4.1 Serializer
The serializer is constructed of cells as shown in Figure5.5. The serializer passes data
until the rising edge of the enable signal, at which it creates a pulse corresponding to the bit
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loaded into the cell. The cell creates a delayed copy of it's enable; This enable is sutiably delayed
to create the create a correct spacing between pulses  that is the time for the pulse width of
the serializer cell plus at least a minimum pulse-space worth of time. The relative delay between
the delay circuits and the pulse-generating circuits is critical and care must be taken so that the
delays of these two systems track with each other. This imposes layout matching constraints on
the cell. The serializer action is thus dictated by this chain of cells and events. The serializer
can function properly because the forward delays of the enable signal are laid out such that they
will be longer than the cell takes to generate a forward going pulse. The pulse shape is derived
form a sub-section of this delay line to further reinforce this relationship  that the generated
pulses are appropriately sized and spaced. Figure 5.5 shows the pattern for the whole system
two groups of four cells that have this forward propagating logic. One group of four operates
on the rising edge of the clock, while the other group works with the falling. This helps the
clock regeneration be more symmetric (since the original pulse pattern is similarly timed from
the rising and falling edges of the clock).
5.4.2 Deserializer
The deserailizer has a cascade of cells, schematic in Fig. 5.7, similar to the serializer
with the exception that instead of a delayed enable triggering a cell, the capturing of a bit
triggers the next cell. This again creates a cell with a number of timing-critical details. The
detection of capture time plus the enabling time of the cell must be at least as long as the
pulse-width of an incoming pulse (to prevent double-capture) but must be no longer than the
pulse width plus the pulse spacing (to prevent missing the next pulse). This narrow window in
time is easily met, because the serializer system sits after a pulse-shaping stage. The system
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Figure 5.5: Serializer Single Cell. The cell allows data from previous stages until the enable
signal from the previous cell allows it to transmit. The ﬁrst cell in the chain is triggered by
either the system clock, or a data valid signal in an asynchronous system.
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Figure 5.6: Serializer architecture; showing the two banks of 4-bit chains of serializer cells. The
two banks operate oﬀ of opposite phases of the clock to evenly spread the pulses between clock
phases. This compensates for the self-timed behavior of high-speed operation
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guarantees that the pulse width is three gate delays, the loop between detection and the next
detection stage is four gates long (as shown in Fig. 5.7). The deserializer's function thus requires
that the gates in the deserializer track with the pulse-shaping gates in terms of behavior.
The clock recovery behavior of the deserializer comes from separating the deserializer
into two equal-length banks. A toggle latch is used to track which bank is currently being ﬁlled
by the bit-stream and which bank is static. The toggling of this latch generates a signal that
can function as a clock signal for the purposes of latching data. This clock signal has all of the
inherent jitter of the data system, as there is no PLL to average the jitter across multiple cycles.
Though the resulting singal may not be appropriate for all possible clock applications, this is
an extremely small state machine for clock recovery.
5.4.3 Transmitter and Receive ampliﬁer
The transmit and recieve ampliﬁers are made out of self-resetting circuits as these cir-
cuits are very good at maintaining the characteristics of pulsed systems[?]. The voltage of the
pulse at the reciever was selected so that a high-rate, low power reciever could be constructed.
Large voltage swings allow a large diﬀerence in current between on and oﬀ states. The speciﬁ-
cation of signaling between ground and >450mV was selected for this implementation. Because
the system is ground referenced, and a low-current idle was desired, a low-threshold nmos was
selected for the input ampliﬁer stage. with a small-bias current, a fast low power front-end
ampliﬁer is created. The ground referenced voltage also allows for a 0 dissipation transmitter
without needing an additional termination reference source. The ~500 mV swing height was
chosen for two reasons. First 500mV is suﬃciently large to operate the receiver as a switch
rather than a linear ampliﬁer. Second the 1.5V power rail could be used to directly drive an
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Figure 5.7: Deserializer cell schematic. The deserializer should have its ﬁrst cell normally
enabled, the enable out of the last cell is a data valid signal for the system. Alternately, in a
clock recovery system, the receiver is broken into two equal banks. A toggle latch is used to
generate the clock. One bank is enabled on each phase of the clock, with the bank done signal
causing a toggle. This is the extremely small state machine for clock recovery that makes such
a system tractable
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output at 750mV through a matching network; allowing for both margin in the signal and a mild
form of pre-emphasis. In short the transmitter and receiver are correctly sized CMOS inverters
and have similar characteristics, including limited dissipation when not switching.
5.4.4 Driver segmentation
Most of the circuits in the link are built with triple redundancy for hardness against
upset. The driver stage couldn't easily be made triple redundant, since there was a single pair
of wires to be driven. Instead, the driver circuit was designed as a set of 12 segments to survive
single event upsets/transients without failing to meet desired speciﬁcation. Each segment of
the drive circuit is connected resistively to the output, shown in the schematic in Fig. . Each
segment takes triplicated input, and either drives a shaped pulse or not. In the event that there
is an upset in any of the 12 driver slices 11 of the slices will have the correct behavior (either
driving or terminating the line) and the upset slice will have incorrect behavior. In the case that
the errant slice is falsely driving a driver with 1/12 of the rated current will drive into both the
line and a terminator that is at 12/11 of the line's rated impedance resulting in an erroneous
pulse 1/23 (~4.3%) of the full voltage  an acceptable amount of noise. In the case that the
slice in error is falsely refusing to drive a pulse then 11/12 of the current is going into both the
line and a terminator at 12 times the line's impedance in which case the output pulse has 11/13
(~85%) of the rated voltage  a worse but still acceptable amount of noise for the driver.
5.5 Layout
The layouts of these systems are very small (100µm × 200µm) in addition to the
required bond-pads. In addition to the described system a very fast random number generator
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Figure 5.8: Segmented driver schematic. By splitting the driver into multiple segments and
resistivly coupling those segments, the worst case of single event upset can be compactly ana-
lyzed. A 12-way segmented driver with matching resistors has a worst-case output at 85% of
rated voltage in the event of an upset.
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was created to feed test-patterns into the system. The number generator (also designed to be
upset hardened, using similar techniques) occupies much of the extra size in the transmitter
layout while the receiver has no extra attached hardware. The layout of the transmit system
is shown in Figure 5.9. Key elements of the transmit system are highlighted such as (E) The
random number generator (F) the logic handling the test-mode (D) the serializer (C) the 12-way
segmented transmit ampliﬁer (B) the ESD Clamps and (A) the bond pad. This should give
reference to the relative sizes of all of the involved components. The entire system is designed
to be as compact as feasible, to enable easy integration into other systems. Future work on
the layout may see some further integration of the serializer into the pad area, making an even
smaller layout. The layout of the receive block is shown in Fig. 5.10 and similarly consists
of a (A) bond pad and (B,C) ESD protection, additionally (D) receiving ampliﬁers and (E)
deserializer. The deserializer has no provision for special test included in the layout, and can
also see easy integration due to its small size. Again future developments may see some of the
logic block incorporated into the pad region, allowing for a much more dense system.
5.6 Predicted Performance
Performance estimates were generated using post-layout extraction and the models
of expected radiation induced damage. The characterization relied on Monte-carlo simulation
to verify that many diﬀerent stages of damage and process variation were considered. This
methodology renders the best available approximation of the system performance.
The whole link system (minus the test generator) uses on average 60mW (40mA @1.5V)
when operating at 5Gb/s  the average maximum operating frequency was predicted to be
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Figure 5.9: Transmitter layout. Labeled sections: A marks the bond-pads. B refers to the ESD
protection diodes. C is the 12-way segmented drivers, allowing for high-speed and hardness
against upset. D is the serializer. E is random number generator used for testing; it implements
a 17bit linear feedback shift register in triplicated logic that can generate 6+Gb/s. F is a state
machine to approximate an as-fast-as possible clock.
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Figure 5.10: Receiver layout. A is the bond pads, B shows the HBM ESD diodes. C is the
Termination network and CDM ESD protection. D highlights the triplicated receive ampliﬁers
for each channel. E is the full deserializer, including clock recovery state-machine.
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5.1Gb/s. Of the estimated dissipation 35 mW was estimated for the transmitter, 4.1mW was
estimated for the receiver. The combined power estimate for the serializer, the deserializer and
the random number generator is 46mW with 25mW taken by the random number generator and
roughly 10mW each for the serializer and deserializer. This represents a large amount of power
savings compared to other eﬀorts at serial link technology in 130nm, notably the serializer and
deserializer in CERN's GBT consume 330mW and 450mW respectively[?], and run at a similar
rate.
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6.1 Radiation Testing and Characterization
Limited radiation testing was preformed to conﬁrm the general design approach of this
work as well as to quantify expected damage. For the test a number of candidate structures for
high-speed serial links were generated and fabricated in the 130nm process node. Chief amongst
these structures were I/O driver and receiver pairs, an upset hardened current reference, and a
digitally controlled ring oscillator. The design of these components is described in Chapter 4.3.
The ring oscillator was speciﬁcally structured to assist in gathering test data on chip sensitivity
to radiation.
The current source and ring oscillator were tested in a x-ray radiation machine housed
at CERN. This machine produced a well-calibrated stream of 40keV X-rays and a week's worth
of machine time allowed multiple samples to be given multiple MGy of total dose. The high-
est tested radiation dose was 4.5MGy  above the expected life-time damage for the highest-
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Figure 6.1: Radiation sensitive oscillator period VS total dose
radiation parts of the high luminosity LHC, a forthcoming upgrade to the current LHC conﬁg-
uration.
Figure 6.1 shows the observed rate of slow-down for the radiation sensitive oscillator
in the presence of high total doses of X-rays. The total slow-down of the oscillator in this case
is 10% over the expected life-time total dose for an integrated circuit mounted in the highest
radiation areas of the LHC. This value give promise to the notion that designs can survive
the radiation environment, and that an appropriate design margin can be constructed. An
interesting feature of Figure 6.1 is that over the total dose of radiation, the measured periods of
the three diﬀerent oscillators converged. This suggests that at least some of the manufacturing
variability is being made more consistent by the radiation bath. While this might mean that
devices are more consistently damaged, it is a good sign for the overall margining process, as
manufacturing variance is causing a converging rather than diverging total device variance.
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Figure 6.2: Leakage current vs Total Dose for two test chips. The results here suggest that the
measurements of transistor leakage in [20] apply to the design styles used to construct the test
chip.
Figure 6.2 shows the observed system current during radiation test. This current shows
an early peak at 3Mrad (30kGy) indicating a peak leakage current for the system. This test
veriﬁes the applicability of the leakage models from [20] to the design styles utilized in this test
chip, and carried throughout the work. The peak in leakage represents less than 15% extra
current ﬂowing, and contributes to simple design marginalizing since there is a clear worst case
in damage.
6.2 5Gbps Link Testing
Before going deep into the analysis of the 5Gbps link it is important to note that a
bug was discovered in the physical implementation of the link. Currently, this bug has been
localized to the function that copies data from the random number generator into the serializer.
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The timing veriﬁcation of the block that handles this task was computed by hand rather than by
computer, under the assumption that the timing was simple enough to not warrant exhaustive
study. This decision is not only a mistake in retrospect, but also serves as impetus for using
automated veriﬁcation  a human being, this author, saw a handful of working test-cases and
assumed that the hand calculations were correct. A computer given this task could be more
exhaustive in its search, more strict in the application of appropriate timing margins, and prevent
this outcome.
Even with this bug, the asynchronous serializer and random number generator were
capable of creating a pseudo random pattern that could be observed at the output of the
transmitter logic. This output did, indeed, consist of a set of very narrow pulses at high rate.
Figure 6.3 shows a sample stream operated in the chip's slow (4Gbps) mode for clarity. It is
important to note that the apparent variance in height amongst the displayed pulses is due to a
beat pattern with the oscilloscope's sampling frequency of 40GS/s - a pulse is characterized by
only 10 data points in this display, making it unlikely that all points will land suﬃciently close
to the peaks of each pulse to not witness this eﬀect. Section deals more exhaustively with the
characterization of the pulse
Despite the high-jitter nature of the serializer, and the added noise from the sampling
of the scope, the circuit behavior can be demonstrated to be very stable. Figure 6.4 is an
equivalent to an eye diagram for the pulsed signal signal; sampling is triggered by the rising
edge of a single pulse and allowed to continue for 3ns before the system is set to re-trigger on
the next incoming pulse. This allows a view similar to the one a pulse circuit would take  the
timing is relative to a triggering function based on one pulse. Pulse heights in this diagram
are very consistent, conﬁrming that the variability from ﬁgure 6.3 on the following page is due
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Figure 6.3: Measured output stream from a test chip containing the ﬁrst generation of the
asynchronous pulse link
to a limitation in the oscilloscope's sampling ability. It is also very clear that the period for a
8-pulse packet is very stable despite the high-jitter design of the serializer used to create the
pulse stream. Even for cases of high pulse position uncertainty the pulses are individually well
deﬁned as is demonstrated by the small handful of stable pulse shapes relative to the triggering
pulse.
The stability of the 8-pulse packet begs another investigation: the relative arrival
times of pulses within the packet. The timing within the serializer is taken from a series of
non-calibrated delays. Packet to packet stability indicates that this 8-bit delay is stable on its
own1. Not only is the delay of an 8 bit packet stable, but also the arrival times of individual
bits originating form the serializer are highly predictable. This can be demonstrated by taking
1The source of this stability has not yet been decisively ascertained, but the symmetrical nature of the circuit
design, the existence of frequent voting in the timing chain, and the constant current draw of the circuit as a
whole (in its test mode) can all contribute to the predictability of timing with out being unique to the presented
technology. Unique to the presented circuits is the intrinsic sensitivity to a limited set of transition cases  in
eﬀect creating a narrow-band ﬁlter around the operating frequency when connected in a self-timed loop
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Figure 6.4: Pulse Eye Diagram for the 4Gbps mode of the pulse link. Important features of the
diagram include: the high stability in 8-bit periodicity, the conﬁrmation that variance in pulse
height is due to a sampling beat pattern, an estimation of the noise in a pulse system  the
uncertainty or fuzz demonstrated at the bottom of the diagram.
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a measurement of the positions of a pulse relative to the start of a word. When measuring from
the bench, a word-start is demarcated by the ﬁrst pulse after longest pause between pulses in
a stream of 82. Figure 6.5 contains the results for a nominal run of the serializer at its fastest
settings. The data shows time since the last pulse of the previous word. All pulses, not just
the ﬁrst pulse, show up at very predictable times. It can be seen that pairs of pulses tend
to be close to each-other in time, despite the electronics being explicitly designed to operate
on groups no smaller than four. This non-linear eﬀect was predicted in simulation and similar
multi-period pulse phenomena are known in other pulsed systems, such as neurons [70], and
pulse lasers[71, 72].
6.2.1 Output Pulse Characterization
Characterization of the output driver took place using an Aglient (now Keysight)
DSA90804A Inﬁniium 8GHz Oscilloscope. The cabling between the scope and the PCB pigtail
had a measured roll-oﬀ 3db frequency of 7GHz (measured on higher speed equipment). The
pigtail and PCB are not characterized directly, but are calculated to have limited loss (in part
due to small size) and matching within 10% (based on manufacturer speciﬁcation). This is all
to say that there is a strong limit to the accuracy of reported numbers, due to the short pulse
duration and high frequency of operation. These measurements do, on the other hand, give a
good idea of what a receiver circuit would see at the end of a practical cable. Table 6.1 describes
the test-cabling set-up including the package parasitics.
Pulse peak voltage is one of the critical measures of the pulse. The peak voltage can be
directly measured oﬀ of a oscilloscope waveform, but the voltage measurement is complicated by
2 This is a feature of the serializer created to allow for the deserializer to latch the current word and reset.
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Figure 6.5: Arrival time histogram for a full 8-bit word. Arrival times were determined by rising
edge crossing Vpk/2 (250mV) as outlined in section 6.2.1. The histogram shows that the relative
positions of pulses within the stream are very stable (vary by only a few ps). Successive pulse
periods are not exactly regular, the histogram for these can be found in Fig. 6.8
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Table 6.1: Test bench cable conﬁguration in order from test chip to oscilloscope
Length Impedance Loss Notes
Package 1.5mm 63− 73Ω 1Ω
Bond-wire and copper landing
based on models in[73, 74, 75]
PCB Trace 1.5cm 50− 60Ω .1Ω
Microstrip 15 mil wide, 10mil FR4
(4.0-4.4 r, 8mil-11mil thickness)
Pigtail 10cm 50± 2Ω .04Ω 1.37mm coaxial cable UFL to SMA
Cable 1m 50± 2Ω .1Ω RG-174, SMA-SMA
not only the loss in transmission but also the limited sampling frequency of the oscilloscope. The
oscilloscope samples at 40Gs/s, a 100ps wide pulse will be characterized by only about 5 samples
(4 time periods). Assuming ideal sampling and a linear rise time this would result in ±6.25%
in the measurement (an accurate measure to a loss of 12.5%). Figure 6.6 shows the measured
distribution of measured peaks form the pulse system running at peak rate. Data collection
ran for 1.28ms rendering just over 6.8 million pulses counted. This distribution is nearly a
Gaussian distribution, though slightly denser on the lower-valued side of the distribution. The
distribution has an average value of 499.6mV and a sample standard deviation of 18.7mV.
Pulse width is the next critical measure of a pulse. Using the same data set as was
used to generate ﬁgure6.6 is again studied to determine pulse width and spacing as seen from a
potential receiver. A threshold value of 250mV, half the pulse height, is selected as a threshold
value to measure pulse width. Because sampling points at exactly this value are rare, linear
interpolation between two sequential points is used to determine the crossing point for the rising
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of measured voltage peaks. 51.25Ms data set (1.28ms of run time), 6.8
million pulses counted
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Figure 6.7: Measured pulse widths. Same data set as for the pulse heights of Figure6.6
and falling edge of each pulse. The bi-modal distribution of pulse-widths are shown in Figure
6.7. This bi-modal distribution is present in both 1 and 0 channels.
Spacing between pulses can be more variable than pulse widths. Considering spacing
between only adjacent pulses (1 followed by a 1 or 0 followed by a 0), the distribution of spaces
meeting this criterion is shown in ﬁgure 6.8.
6.2.2 Pulse Timing Accuracy
The timing stability of pulses and the matching detection system warrants closer in-
spection due it its high stability. Figure 6.9 is generated by revisiting the data from Figure 6.5,
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Figure 6.8: Pulse to pulse timing. Time measured rising edge to rising edge, marked when the
rising edge crosses .25V.
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Table 6.2: Count data for the ﬁfth pulse from the 8-pulse histograms, Figure 6.5 and6.9
Time(ps) Count Time(ps) Count Time(ps) Count Time(ps) Count
945 0 955 353 965 35605 975 38606
946 6 956 459 966 47960 976 24519
947 11 957 439 967 60781 977 14010
948 39 958 737 968 74283 978 6966
949 64 959 1350 969 85426 979 3132
950 91 960 2790 970 92165 980 1221
951 118 961 5399 971 92240 981 363
952 201 962 9720 972 84525 982 96
953 251 963 16096 973 71326 983 6
954 302 964 24586 974 54656 984 0
and plotting the data with a log scale. The log-scale plot clearly shows that in a 6+ million
point data set, no pulses are seen more than 25ps from the corresponding peak arrival time
when using the word-long pulse identiﬁcation method. In this data set the 5th pulse has the
largest spread, the actual statistics shown in Table 6.2. This data can be ﬁt with a Gaussian
curve with a R2 ≈ .998; the mean is 970.21ps and the standard deviation is 3.66ps. Since
there is a noticeable skew to the early side of the data, an artiﬁcial data set which mirrored the
data points about 970.5ps was created and ﬁtted. This ﬁt has an R2 ≈ .9997 and σ ≈ 3.98ps,
meaning only 1 in 1015 pulses will be more than 32ps earlier than the nominal case  a very
tight jitter bound for no active control of timing.
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Figure 6.9: Log scale arrival time plot. This plot shows the same data as Figure 6.5 with a log
scale in Y, showing that across millions of data points, no counts are seen more than +/- 20ps
from nominal
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6.2.3 Power
Some limited power measurements can be made to conﬁrm if the presented serial link
is meeting its power requirements. The key factor hindering power measurement is the presence
of other structures on the chip besides the link. The most power hungry of these other structures
were a set of 4 HSTL I/O pads, part of an experiment to see if the radiation hardening techniques
of the pulse link were applicable to other interfaces. Two of these pads had parallel termination
that was always active when the link was running, causing, by design, 30mA of shunt current
between VDD and GND. This current projection is only accurate to 15% according to device
speciﬁcations. This is on top of the the design has a power-hungry random number generator
for which the power ﬁgures cannot be separated form the link.
Idle current measurement of the test chip yielded 29mA for the sample used for all
of the traces, and between 26mA and 29mA for 5 samples measured at 1.5v. For the traced
sample, full-speed transmit is measured at 68mA (67mA-70mA for 4 samples). Combined
transmit and receive current is measured at 76mA with transmit and receive in a loop-back
test. By subtracting the idle current (power consumed by other devices on the test chip) the
full link current is measured at 47mA including the current for the random number generator.
This gives an operating power of 71mW, less than the projected 85mW for the random number
generator and transceiver combined. If this power savings was spread proportionately amongst
the test structures and the transceiver, the actual operating transceiver power is estimated to
be 50.1mW while running at 5.3GBps.
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This dissertation presented a number of diﬀerent facets to the problem of systematic
construction of high-speed circuitry. In general, the approach was to remove high-speed clocking
from the system in an eﬀort to make timing comparisons tractable. The Asynchronous logic
style remaining is feed-forward in nature, requiring more designer eﬀort than a delay insensitive
approach. The freedom to the designer is restricted, by design policies, to keep the diﬃculty of
checking and analyzing the work low. A number of timing comparisons are required for correct
operation; as well as the strong typing of signal classes such that only one Event can occur at
a time, separating correct latch operation from event sequencing.
7.1 Future Work
The present state of the art in feed-forward asynchronous pulse logic is an incomplete
picture. The methods developed in Chapter 2 allow a designer to specify a sub-set of possible
asynchronous pulse circuits. The method does not well capture approaches that modulate the
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Figure 7.1: Basic Pulse Arbiter and ampliﬁer
feed-back network of a pulse gate. Figure 7.1 for example is an arbiter that can be used to
re-enforce pulse to pulse spacing across two wires. This circuit is useful in reducing uncertainty
relative timing and hence can limit the worst-case timing of a two pulse system to the jitter of a
single stage. Take, for example, the case presented in Chapter 2 Table 2.2, where the key limit
on pulse stream performance was uncertainty in arrival order. If the circuit of Figure 7.1 could
be used in the circuit, a solution put forward in [28], the pulse signaling rate would become 2
times the pulse width regardless of line length, assuming that the arbitration circuit was part
of repeater stages often enough that order certainty was grater than the maximum period.
The problem with incorporating an arbiter, such as the one in Figure 7.1, into the
analysis is that a correct speciﬁcation requires describing behavior that involves operation,
under limited circumstances, on two pulses at the same time. This violates the one-at-a time
rule required for constraining the number of checks in formal veriﬁcation. In addition to this,
there are two other more technical issues with incorporating the circuit: the feed-back network is
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modulated by a signal besides the trigger, and the forward propagation time is input-dependent.
These three reasons make it diﬃcult to directly insert this gate into the paradigm with out
admitting systems that are not, strictly speaking, correct by construction. A theory that can
decisively handle local arbitration such as that of Figure 7.1, and diﬀerentiate it from a failing
circuit would be useful.
Many of the methods presented still require designer intervention through the process.
For example the tool that takes a linguistic description and produces a dependency graph does
not directly compute timing; it can merely produce a listing of dependent arcs for another tool
or a designer to sum and compare to the design goals.
All of the formal analysis presented should ease the process of design automation; but
synthesis was not attempted in this work. The extension of these concepts to a synthesis method
would be a useful endeavor.
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